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ABSTRACT 
            This study analyzes how ex-ante returns and risk have changed over time while using 
crop insurance and government payment programs. Historical simulations are constructed from 
1989 to 2010 for corn and soybean producers in McLean County, Illinois, to measure the impact 
of crop insurance and government payments annually. Results indicate that corn and soybeans 
producers are exposed to less downside price risk with crop insurance and government payments 
after 2007. In addition, after 1996 for corn and 1999 for soybean expected revenue performs 
significantly better with government payments and crop insurance rather than without.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 Revenue risk is and has been pervasive in crop farming. Managing this risk is an issue for 
both producers and the government. Government programs and activities have been created with 
the focus of reducing risk through crop insurance, commodity programs, and disaster assistance. 
Past research has evaluated how these programs impact risk in a static sense, but not over time. 
The objective of this research is to evaluate how crop revenue risk has changed over time. This 
information provides insight into whether government policies alter the revenue risk on average. 
 
1.1  Background 
 
 In the last couple decades, the landscape of government payment programs has changed 
significantly. In the time period being analyzed, 1989 to 2010, the commodity loan program was 
the only government payment programs available from 1989 to 1995.  In 1996 Production 
Flexibility Contracts became available for corn but not for soybeans. Market Loss Payments 
started in 1998 for corn and 1999 for soybeans, and both these program lasted until 2002. In 
2002, these two programs were replaced by Counter-Cyclical Payments and Direct Payments. In 
addition to these payments, ACRE payments started in 2009 and 2010 for both crops. In lieu of 
the changing landscaping, research has been done measuring the impact of additional and altered 
programs. In particular, previous research has largely focused on specific years (Lence and 
Hayes 2002). Further, risk structure changes with modifications to government payment 
programs. This research seeks to evaluate how risk has changed over time in conjunction with 
government payment programs.  
 In addition to government payment programs changing, crop insurance programs have 
also evolved and increased over time. The number of crop insurance programs has increased 
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significantly in the last thirty years in the policies and coverage levels offered. Similar to 
government payment programs, past research has focused on the performance of crop insurance 
programs in a short time period. Research by Prichett et al. (2004) and Goodwin et al. (2004) 
analyzes the impacts of individual crop insurance programs over time relative to other programs. 
Other research focuses on comparing individual crop insurance programs within a year or two 
years (Cooper 2010). 
 To measure the impact of crop insurance and government payments, methods are needed 
to estimate risk and returns. Price valuation research was pioneered by Black and Scholes (1973) 
with a significant amount of research referencing it. More recently, a useful method in price 
evaluation uses a log-normal distribution (Sherrick et al. 1992).   
 
1.2  Problem Statement, Objectives, and Hypothesis 
 
 The government has enacted many programs and methods to mitigate risk for producers. 
Questions arise as to whether these programs are effective in reducing risk through time. Further, 
in the midst of government programs changing, risk structure and exposure has changed. 
Through the last few decades, crop prices have also increased significantly. Shown below in 
Figure 1.1 are the actual futures prices for corn and soybeans on the first trading day of March 
for each respective year. Corn is evaluated on the December contract and soybeans on the 
November contract. Figure 1.1 shows the significant increase in prices for both corn and 
soybeans within the last decade. The large increases and fluctuations in crop prices alter the 
revenue and returns landscape for producers. This leads to questions about how revenue and 
returns change over time.  
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Figure 1.1. Actual Corn and Soybean Futures Price, 1989 - 2010 
 
This thesis specifies three objectives to address these questions. The first objective is to 
develop a methodology that can correctly measure risk over time. The second objective is to 
measure risk for a particular location given changes in government payment programs and crop 
insurance programs. The third objective is to evaluate which program has the greatest impact on 
risk abatement. To test these objectives, government payments and crop insurance payments are 
estimated each year and applied to a revenue simulation. Expected revenue with and without 
these payments are compared to determine the ex-ante impact. This approach provides insight 
into which years and programs offered protection and risk reduction. In summary, the objectives 
of this research are to determine if the policies implemented have been effective as intended. The 
results and conclusions of this research provide insight to policy makers on the effectiveness of 
government programs over time. 
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The first hypothesis is that crop insurance and government payments reduce revenue risk 
across all years. The second hypothesis is that risk is reduced as government programs evolve 
over time. Hence, the expected risk is less in later years. The third hypothesis is that government 
programs have the largest impacts in years with decreasing prices.  
 
1.3  Overview 
 
 Chapter 2 provides an overview of past research relating to this thesis. The chapter is sub-
divided into five different sections. The first section summarizes research relating to price 
analysis and price distributions. Specifically, price distributions are built to find the implied price 
and expected standard deviations. The second section covers research on crop yields and the 
most appropriate way to model crop yields. The third section summarizes previous literature on 
revenue analysis and impacts on revenue given market demographics. The fourth section reviews 
research on crop insurance products and how the insurance programs have evolved. The fifth 
section provides literature on government payment programs and their impacts on risk reduction.  
 Chapter 3 discusses the methodology and rationale used in building the models. This 
chapter is sub-divided into nine different sections. The first section provides an overview and the 
second section gives the approaches used. The third and fourth sections show the derivation of 
price and crop yield distributions respectively. The fifth section uses the results from the third 
and fourth sections to build an expected crop revenue model. Insurance program payments and 
government payments are estimated in the sixth and seventh sections. The eighth section 
discusses the cost used. Lastly, the ninth section applies costs, expected government payments, 
and expected insurance payments to expected revenue to give an annual expected return.  
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Chapter 4 summarizes the data used in building the models and performing the analyses. 
This chapter is separated into six different sections. The first section provides an overview of the 
research. The second section discusses the price data, in particular the future and options data. 
The third section references the yield data and describes how they are used in the analysis. The 
fourth section covers the crop insurance data and their source. The fifth section references 
government payment programs and the data needed to estimate payments for each respective 
program. The sixth section discusses the cost data used in the returns analysis; in particular non-
land cost and average cash rent data.  
 Chapter 5 reviews the results of the research. This chapter is split into two different 
sections. The first section presents and analyzes the results for corn. Likewise, the second section 
presents and analyzes the results for soybeans. Each section for corn and soybeans provides 
analyses of expected revenue, expected returns, and expected risk. 
 Chapter 6 presents a summary of the research and results of the thesis. This chapter also 
explains the expected values of the results and possible rational. Further, limitations of this 
research are covered as well as suggestions for further research. 
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2     LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 
This chapter provides an overview of the existing body of knowledge relating to price 
distributions, yield distributions, crop insurance programs, and government payments. Extensive 
research has been done on measuring price volatility compared to revenue risk abatement. 
Utilizing previous research on price volatility assists in the construction of a model to measures 
crop revenue. This foundation allows for the application of crop insurance and government 
payments, which ultimately shows the impact of these programs. Therefore, this chapter displays 
the fundamentals used to reach the thesis objectives. The chapter is organized into the following 
sections: price analysis, yield analysis, revenue analysis, insurance analysis, and government 
payments respectively. 
 
2.1  Previous Work – Price Analysis 
 
Black and Scholes (1973) researched ways to model options. In particular a European call 
option is analyzed that can only be exercised on a particular date. In comparison, an American 
call option can be exercised on any day until expiration.  Foremost, several assumptions are 
made in their model: the interest rate is known and constant, the variance of the return is 
constant, the asset does not pay dividends, zero transaction cost, and no penalties for short 
selling. With these assumptions, the pricing of an option only needs the price of the asset and 
time in order to find the expected value. Furthermore, the standard deviation can be solved for 
with historical prices to give the implied volatility. The results show that the method is consistent 
in estimating the value of the option, even though it can over-estimate or under-estimate given 
certain market conditions.  
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Black (1976) extended the methods for the pricing of commodity futures and options 
contracts. Black first makes assumptions that the futures price is distributed log-normally with a 
known variance and that the taxes and transaction costs are zero. He also assumes that 
parameters of the capital asset pricing model (CAPM) are constant over the time period. It is 
important to note that time period being analyzed is relatively short. Deriving a formula from 
Black and Scholes (1973) for option pricing, a boundary condition is added to price commodity 
options. The author concludes that the difference in the futures price and the discounted forward 
price is the value of the forward contract. 
Hull and White (1987) develops a European call option pricing model in the presence of 
stochastic volatility. The paper first examines the Black-Scholes pricing model and its 
effectiveness in predicting the expected call option price (Black and Scholes 1973). It is found 
that the expected call option by the Black-Scholes model is consistently higher than the actual 
option price when the price is at-the-money. In addition, it is found that the expected price is 
consistently lower than the actual price when deep in-the-money or out-of-the-money. Using 
alternative methods, the authors examine the correlation of the stock price and volatility. The 
correlation, whether positive or negative, shows if the option is over or underpriced when in-the-
money and out-of-the-money. The results show that the option is underpriced when out-of-the-
money with positive correlation and is underpriced when in-the-money with negative correlation. 
Similarly, the option is overpriced when it is in-the-money with positive correlation and is 
overpriced when out-of-the-money with negative correlation. 
Scott (1987) examines the pricing of call options given price volatility. A random 
variance model is constructed to measure the changing volatility of call option prices. This 
random variance model is used in addition with the Black-Scholes pricing model to compute the 
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expected prices for call options. For this simulation, prices are used from Digital Equipment 
Corporation (DEC) from 1982 to 1983.  DEC is chosen for this analysis because it historically 
exhibited large price volatility. Using Monte Carlo simulations, prices and implied standard 
deviations are calculated for DEC. Results show that the random variance model is effective in 
estimating the actual variance.  Due to the limited sample size of one company, more analysis is 
needed. 
Fackler and King (1990) apply goodness-of-fit measures to four different agricultural 
commodities to assess the price volatility. The options are priced using formulas and 
assumptions similar to Black and Gardner. Using a calibration function, the price distributions 
are transformed to make probability assessment more evident. This function displays over-
assessment and under-assessment of volatilities and location. Futures and options data are used 
from 1985 to 1988 for corn, soybeans, cattle, and hogs from the Chicago Board of Trade 
(CBOT). The results show that soybean and hog market forecasts over-estimate volatility and 
under-estimate location. In addition, no assessment problems are found in the corn and cattle 
markets. 
 Sherrick et al. (1992) use a no-arbitrage approach to price options. The methods used 
differ from previous pricing models in that assumptions are not made about the underlying price 
dynamics. The distributions used in the analysis are a two-parameter log-normal and a three-
parameter Burr distribution. S&P 500 futures data are used in this study from 1984 to 1988. The 
option price data are used to solve for the distribution parameters and hence the implied 
volatility. The model minimizes the deviation between the observed price and the implied price 
to fit the distribution parameters. The results of this study provide a useful method in describing 
futures price distribution.  
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Canina and Figlewski (1993) compare the ability of implied volatility and historical 
volatility in market forecasting. Prices and call options are used for this analysis from the OEX 
index from 1983 to 1987.  A Black-Scholes model is used to construct the implied volatility 
given price and call option for the OEX index. The realized volatility over the remaining life of 
the option is separately regressed on the historical and implied volatilities. Using the results of 
these regressions, comparisons are made between implied and historical volatilities. The authors 
found that the implied volatility and historical volatility alone are not good measures of 
forecasting volatility. Further research should be done using the implied volatility and historical 
volatilities as part of the market’s information set.  
Myers and Hanson (1993) use various models to price commodity options when the 
underlying price is volatile over time. A Generalized Autoregressive Conditional 
Heteroskedasticity (GARCH) model and Black-Scholes are both being used to estimate the price 
of commodity options. Furthermore, a Monte Carlo approach is used with the GARCH model for 
simulation purposes. Soybean futures and options data are used from the CBOT from 1985 to 
1990. Four models are used in the simulation: Black’s model, GARCH with Monte Carlo 
simulation, Black’s model with GARCH volatility model, and Black’s with GARCH predicted 
volatility path. The results show that the last two models outperform the standard GARCH and 
Black models. Furthermore, the standard GARCH model is shown to be more effective than the 
standard Black model in pricing options.  
Kroner et al. (1995) tests several different methods of forecasting and measuring price 
volatility within commodity markets. Six different methods or measures are used to calculate the 
price volatility. The first three are implied standard deviations, or implied volatilities. Using 
methods similar to Black and Scholes (1973), implied standard deviations are calculated. ISD is 
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calculated at-the-money and a weighted measure of implied standard deviations is found that are 
more sensitive to large fluctuations. The time series forecasts used are a GARCH model and a 
historical model of standard deviations. The last model is a combination model of the GARCH 
and ISD models. The results show that the combination model preformed better than models 
previously stated. In addition, forecasting future volatility using historical data is not as effective 
as implied volatility given the market conditions. 
Sherrick et al. (1996) analyze the interaction between the options market and the 
associated price distribution of the underlying asset. To price the option, the option pricing 
theory under no-arbitrage is used as researched by Cox and Ross (1976).  With no-arbitrage, the 
theory requires the existence of a risk neutral valuation measure.  Daily futures and options 
prices for soybean futures contracts from 1988 to 1991 are used from the CBOT.  Log-normal 
and Burr Type III distributions are both used to analyze the above data. To compare the two 
distributions, the authors evaluate the average pricing errors, compare the implied mean prices 
and futures prices, and analyze the futures prices variability. The results show that the first two 
comparisons show little difference in the two distributions. In analyzing the futures price 
variability, it is found that the Burr type III distribution performed better than a log-normal 
distribution. 
Manfredo and Leuthold (1999) examine value-at-risk (VAR) techniques, giving an 
overview of its uses and applications.  The authors find VAR as an effective way to evaluate the 
probabilities that occur in the tails of a distribution. Parametric variance/covariance, historical 
simulation, and Monte Carlo simulation are the three methods used in evaluating VAR. While 
each method has its strengths and weaknesses, parametric models are able to integrate time-
varying volatility as the models are focused on a point in time. The historical and Monte Carlo 
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simulations analyze a period of time, offering a wider picture. Many models are available for 
computing VAR, each offering different factors given the user’s needs. Overall, VAR is useful 
technique in evaluating the extreme occurrences in a distribution.  
Christoffersen and Diebold (2000) attempt to forecast volatilities for use in risk 
management applications. Using a first-order Markov alternative, a model is developed to 
forecast volatilities. Using this model, returns are examined for the Standard & Poor’s 500, 
DAX, FTSE, and TPX stock indexes. Also, exchange rates are examined for the German Mark, 
British Pound, Japanese Yen, and French Franc. All of the returns and rates are analyzed daily 
from 1973 to 1997.  The results show that volatility forecasts can be effective in a time period of 
ten to twenty days. Previous literature shows volatility forecasts are effective for a one day 
horizon, or short term, but these results show the horizon can be extended for certain assets. 
Gloy and Baker (2001) explore the ranking of risk management strategies given certain 
criteria. There are many different ways of measuring risk management strategies and this study 
compares the performance of several different strategies. The strategies considered are expected 
return, VAR, Sharpe ratio, first degree stochastic dominance with a risk free asset (SDRA), and 
second degree SDRA. The goals of the strategies are either to maximize profit or give a high 
relative rank. Simulations are constructed for each strategy with the model being a 300-acre corn 
and soybean farm in Decatur County, Indiana. The authors find that as the risk aversion 
increases, the Sharpe ratio, VAR, first degree SDRA, and second degree SDRA all perform 
similar. When there is little risk aversion, the rankings and performance of the strategies did 
change. 
Manfedo et al. (2001) analyze the performance of volatility forecasts for cash price 
returns, specifically within the cattle feeding industry. The objective of this study is to examine 
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the performance of methods used to forecast volatility by looking at historical information and 
the respective expected outcomes. The authors use weekly cash prices from January 1984 to 
December 1997 from the Wall Street Journal and the Database of Securities and Futures Prices. 
In addition, futures and options data are used from the Database of Securities and Futures Prices 
and interest rate data from the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago. Various methods of time series 
forecasting are analyzed in this study including historical averages, naïve forecast, and GARCH. 
In addition to time series analysis, implied volatility and composite forecasts are used. The 
authors find that no individual method is better than the rest, but composite methods did have 
better results.  
Egelkraut et al. (2007) analyze the expected or implied forward volatility of corn futures 
prices using a method similar to Black-Scholes. The author’s model differs in that all options are 
considered, not just in-the-money. In addition, the author’s model has no restriction on the 
underlying mean of the distribution. Using futures and options data from 1987 to 2001 and 1984 
to 2002, a log-normal distribution is used to find the implied volatilities. During the growing 
season for corn, the results show the largest volatility. Egelkraut et al. conclude that weather has 
the largest impact during the growing season, while it has little impact during harvest and 
storage. Using mean squared percentage errors, mean absolute percentage errors, and the 
Modified Diebold Mariano test, the accuracy of the implied forward volatilities is analyzed. The 
results show that the implied forward volatilities explain a large portion of the volatility actually 
experienced in the corn futures market.  
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2.2  Previous Work – Yield Analysis 
 
Just and Weninger (1999) analyze the distribution of crop yields and principles that must 
be followed. Three problems are frequently found in crop yield empirical analysis. The first 
problem is misspecification of nonrandom components of yield. The second problem is 
incorrectly reporting the level of significance of yields. Further, the third problem is using 
aggregate time series data to correspond to farm level data. The authors alternatively propose the 
use of a normal distribution, in which their results show is not unreasonable. With assuming a 
normal distribution, the three problems above are avoided making analysis easier and more 
accurate. 
Sherrick et al. (2004) examine yield distributions and the impact on crop insurance 
valuation. This study uses farm level corn and soybean yield data from the University of Illinois 
Endowment Farms from 1972 to 1999. Goodness-of-fit measures are used to measure how well 
the distributions fit the actual data. The results of this study show that Weibull and beta 
distributions overall outperform alternative distributions. Further, this study shows that 
distribution misspecification can significantly change the insurance payments associated with 
crop insurance programs.  
 
2.3  Previous Work – Revenue Analysis 
 
Lence and Hayes (2002) study the impact of the Federal Agricultural Improvement and 
Reform (FAIR) Act of 1996 on crop price and revenue volatility. FAIR is enacted to replace 
price support programs with a direct payment program. In addition, the loan deficiency program 
(LDP) is enacted under FAIR. Models are built with no government intervention, government 
intervention with the pre-FAIR regime, and government intervention with FAIR.  Corn, 
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soybeans, and ‘others’ are the three commodities analyzed within each model. For each model, 
supply and demand curves are constructed to find the equilibrium point. Monte Carlo simulations 
are used to find the equilibrium point, given certain parameters for supply and demand.  Given 
equilibrium prices, the models are adjusted for government programs under each scenario. Fixed 
arbitrary numbers are used for the equilibrium acreage, output, and consumption for usability 
and ease. The results show that the volatility of the revenues and prices under the FAIR regime 
and pre-FAIR regime are similar. Overall, this study shows the volatility of prices and revenues 
is not largely affected by FAIR.  
Pritchett et al. (2004) analyzes the impacts of marketing and insurance for corn and 
soybeans producers. While the impact of marketing and insurance can only be seen in retrospect, 
this study sheds light on the performance of plans that are and are available. The study considers 
the years between 1986 and 2000 in Carroll County, Indiana. Simulations are constructed for a 
1,500 acre corn and soybean farm for seventy-three different risk management strategies. 
County-level yields are collected from the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) 
National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS).  Cash prices for both crops are collected from a 
central Indiana terminal elevator and futures prices are gathered from the CBOT. Using these 
data, simulations are constructed for crop insurance strategies, revenue insurance strategies, 
market hedging strategies, and a combination of insurance and marketing. Actual Production 
History (APH), Group Risk Plan (GRP) and Catastrophic Risk Protection (CAT) are considered 
for crop insurance at varying levels of coverage. Crop Revenue Coverage (CRC), Group Risk 
Income Protection (GRIP), Income Protection (IP), Revenue Assurance-Base Price option (RA-
BP) and Revenue Assurance-Harvest Price option (RA-HP) are considered for revenue insurance 
at varying levels of coverage.  For marketing strategies, a short futures hedge is used on March 
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15 or June 1, a long put option hedge is used on March 15, a forward contract is used on March 
15 or June 1, and harvest time cash sale is used. All of the marketing strategies are evaluated at 
thirty-three percent, sixty-six percent, and one-hundred percent of expected production. In 
addition to each of the strategies being evaluated individually, combination strategies of 
insurance and marketing are also evaluated at varying levels of insurance coverage and expected 
production.  The performance of the strategies is evaluated using five percent VAR and mean 
revenues annually. The authors conclude that strategies do not exist that offer a high mean 
revenue while also offering downside risk protection. CRC, RA-HP and APH with a put option 
are some of the best performers in downside risk reduction. An early season marketing strategy 
used by itself provides the largest mean revenue. While this study only focuses on one county in 
Indiana, it offers insight into the performance of different strategies for corn and soybean 
producers.  
Zulauf et al. (2006) investigate how price impacts the profit of farmers in Illinois from 
1996 to 2004. This study uses farm level data from Illinois Farm Business Farm Management 
(FBFM). Correlations are calculated between price and management returns using a Pearson 
correlation coefficient. Results show that price does impact the profit or management returns of 
farmers in Illinois. Previous literature concludes that price has little impact or explanatory power 
on profit. It is import to note that previous literature has focused on across farm analysis while 
analysis of individual farms is needed to make conclusions. 
 
2.4 Previous Work – Insurance Analysis 
 
Just et al. (1999) evaluate adverse selection in Federal Crop Insurance Corporation 
(FCIC) multiple peril crop insurance and the incentives associated with it. One of the causes of 
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adverse selection is asymmetric information. Farmers that have higher expected indemnity 
payments compared to their premiums are more likely to participate in crop insurance programs. 
This study simulates farmers’ net income at various levels of crop insurance and price levels. 
The author’s results show that risk aversion is a small incentive to participate in crop insurance 
programs. For farmers that do participate in crop insurance programs, the benefit is greater than 
not participating. In addition, the farmers that do not participate have a negative expected benefit 
from participating in crop insurance programs. This creates an interesting scenario for farmers 
and their participation in crop insurance programs. For some farmers, increasing the level of 
premiums would make the programs too expensive relative to the expected benefit. The authors 
conclude that the solution to this problem would be to increase the level of subsidy for 
participants.  
 Coble et al. (2000) research the interaction between various price hedging strategies and 
crop insurance. Four crop insurance programs and two forward pricing methods are used. The 
crop insurance programs analyzed are Multiple-Peril Crop Insurance (MPCI), Market Value 
Protection (MVP), CRC, and Revenue Insurance (RI). RI is a combination of RA and IP, as both 
products are similar. The forward pricing methods are futures hedging and a put option.  In 
addition, four counties are chosen to simulate various scenarios. The counties analyzed are 
Iroquois County in Illinois, Douglas County in Kansas, Lincoln County in Nebraska, and Pitt 
County in North Carolina. Each of the counties displays a differing level of price and yield 
volatility, giving a diverse sample of farms. The results show a positive relationship between 
yield insurance and optimal hedging ratio. In addition, when RI is used, the demand for price 
hedging is reduced. Overall, when the coverage level of insurance is above seventy percent, the 
effectiveness of price hedging increases. 
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Glauber and Collins (2002) provide an overview of crop insurance in the United States.  
The first notable crop insurance from the government is the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 
1938. At first this insurance is only applicable to wheat production in particular locations, but 
later evolved to include more crops and locations. Like many of the crop insurance programs in 
the mid-twentieth century, the programs are limited to certain crops and certain areas. Until 
1980, a large percentage of government assistance came in the form of disaster payments. This 
assistance is favored by producers, as it offered coverage for little cost but is costly for the 
government. With the Federal Crop Insurance Act of 1980, the government sought to reduce the 
amount of disaster payments by offering crop insurance that is more appealing. In 1988, twenty-
five percent of eligible acres are covered by some form of insurance. To further increase the 
participation into programs, subsidies are offered as incentives to lower the premiums. Further, 
the authors offer insight into some different plans such as Group Risk Plan (GRP). This area 
yield insurance started in 1993 with the goal to help lower administrative costs, while also 
offering a different option of insurance. In 1999, an area-based revenue plan is introduced called 
Group Revenue Insurance Plan (GRIP). Furthermore, revenue products are introduced with Crop 
Revenue Coverage (CRC) in 1996, Revenue Assurance (RA) in 1997, and Income Protection 
(IP) in 1996. These are just a selection of the crop insurance programs introduced. While it is 
debatable if crop insurance has been effective in reducing or eliminating the need for disaster 
assistance, the participation rates of programs have increased significantly since the mid to late 
1980s. 
Schnitkey et al. (2002) evaluate the risk abatement performance of crop insurance 
products for corn throughout the state of Illinois. Using FBFM and NASS data, gross revenue 
distributions are constructed based on five types of crop insurance. The types of insurance 
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products evaluated are APH, RA-BP, CRC, GRP, and Group Risk Income Plan (GRIP). All 
these insurance products are considered at different levels of coverage, based on availability. The 
authors found that APH, RA-BP, and CRC tend to offer better revenue protection of catastrophic 
events than events that occur more regularly. In addition crop insurance performs better at risk 
reduction in locations with higher yield variability. 
Goodwin et al. (2004) determine the impact of crop insurance programs on the number of 
participating acres planted. Specifically, corn and soybeans in the Corn Belt along with wheat 
and barley in the Northern Great Plains are examined from 1985 to 1993. County-level data are 
collected for the locations and regressions are constructed showing the relationship of variables. 
The results show that increased crop insurance participation slightly increases the number of 
corn and wheat acres planted. In addition, the authors show a thirty percent decrease in insurance 
premiums would increase the number of acres by one percent. Overall, insurance does not have a 
huge impact on the number of acres planted, but a slight relationship does exist. 
 Cooper (2010) analyzes the Average Crop Revenue Election (ACRE) program and its 
risk reduction effect on gross revenue. The passing of the 2008 U.S. Farm Act gave producers 
the option to enroll in ACRE. ACRE provides protection on the gross revenue of producers by 
protecting price as well as yield. Using price and yield distributions, a simulation of ACRE 
payments is constructed. Yield data are collected from NASS and price data are collected from 
the CBOT. The simulation models ACRE and other government payments to determine the 
expected gross revenue. The results show ACRE payments decrease the downside gross revenue 
risk. The amount of payments differed across counties and crops, but overall, the results show a 
decrease in downside risk. 
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2.5  Previous Work – Government Payments 
 
Hauser et al. (2004) analyze the risk reduction of farmers using Counter-Cyclical 
Payments and crop insurance. While the goal of all government programs and insurance is to 
reduce the risk of the gross revenue, this study examines the outcome of the policies used and 
their relationships. Simulations are constructed in Illinois using FBFM data as well as NASS 
data. The simulations generate revenue and associated insurance and government payments. The 
authors conclude that while Counter-Cyclical Payments do reduce risk, they cannot be used as a 
substitute for crop insurance. It is also important to note that these findings are based on a 
particular distribution and the results could be different given different market conditions. 
 
2.6  Summary 
 
 A large portion of previous literature has researched price volatility and valuation.  Many 
different methods have been used but the most widely used, and debated, is the Black-Scholes 
pricing model. The Black-Scholes is consistent in pricing options (Black et al. 1973, Black 
1976), but tends to overestimate or underestimate the actual market price (Hull et al. 1987).  
Despite being found inaccurate in cases, the Black-Scholes model is used as a foundation for 
building option pricing models (Scott 1987, Fackler et al. 1990, Canina et al 1993, Meyers et al. 
1993, Kroner et al. 1995, Egelkraut et al. 2007). Furthermore, the use of implied volatilities is 
found to be effective in calculating the expected price (Canina et al. 1993, Kroner et al 1995). It 
is also important to note that GARCH models are also widely used in measuring volatility 
(Myers et al. 1993, Kroner et al. 1995, Manfedo et al. 2001). A debate does exist in literature as 
to the most effective and accurate way to measure price volatility. This research on price 
volatility is used to measure revenue volatility and later risk. 
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 Another significant portion of literature summarizes crop insurance programs and their 
impacts. Participation in crop insurance programs has been increasing in the last thirty years 
(Glauber et al. 2002), but mixed results exist on whether insurance programs are effective in 
reducing risk (Schnitkey et al. 2003, Pritchett et al. 2004). Crop insurance programs have also 
been shown to be more beneficial to certain farmers given certain conditions (Just et al. 1999).  
Using results from previous literature provides further insight into the risk reduction for farmers. 
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3     METHODOLOGY 
 
 
 This chapter describes the construction of the models used to measure expected returns 
for per acre. An outline of the model used in estimating expected crop revenue is first provided 
followed by an outline of each component of the model. Using these results, crop insurance and 
government payments are then applied. The crop insurance and government payments applied 
are products that would have been available in the specified year. Applying costs to expected 
revenue gives the ending model of expected return per acre with crop insurance and government 
payments. 
 
3.1  Overview of Decisions 
This research uses an ex-ante approach for analysis. An ex-ante approach is used to 
evaluate what risk would look like to a producer before the realization of price and yields. In 
order to model risk, ex-ante data are used as opposed to actual data. While actual data are more 
accurate, it does not provide the expected distributions needed to conduct risk analysis. Using ex-
ante models provides the volatility and expected risk needed.  The models used analyze a 
revenue distribution for a crop, not necessarily on a farm basis. Farm-level analysis of revenue 
would require further development of issues relating to costs and financial structure. This study 
considers an average acre basis. In other words, the results give revenue and risk in terms of one 
acre per crop. In order to efficiently apply this model, a particular location is required. McLean 
County, Illinois, is selected as it is a major production area with historically good data. Further, 
the methodology is applied annually from 1989 to 2010 on March 1
st
. This date is selected 
because crop insurance parameters are known and measuring the impacts of crop insurance is 
essential. These assumptions are discussed further in the following section. 
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3.2  Approach for Determining Ex-ante Evaluation of Returns 
 
 This section provides the overall approach for evaluating the expected returns on an acre 
of corn and soybeans in McLean County, Illinois. McLean County is chosen for this analysis as 
it one of the largest corn and soybean producers in the state.  It is also a good representation as it 
is predominately corn and soybean producers.  Further, McLean County generally has historical 
data going back further than most counties in the state. Analysis of expected returns is performed 
on March 1
th
 of each year from 1989 to 2010. Using March 1
th
 as the annual analysis date 
prevents any major influence during planting, such as associated weather.  Further, crop 
insurance participation data would be available by this date, as producers are making insurance 
coverage decisions. As this research is an ex-ante evaluation, the distribution is simulated as if 
actual price, yield, and payment data are not available. Once again, March 1
st
 is used for 
evaluation as all the data needed to for ex-ante analysis are available.  
A distribution is constructed of expected returns per acre. This distribution allows for the 
analysis of the expected risk and returns. Expected returns without insurance payments and 
government payments would be expected crop revenue minus any non-land costs and cash rent. 
The derivation for expected returns is shown below in equation (1) for each year and crop. 
Expected revenue and expected returns are calculated using a simulation. 
 
            ⁄                   
             ⁄                                       
                    
(1) 
   
 The equation above gives the expected return without crop insurance payments and 
government payments,            ⁄                   . The variable 
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            ⁄                     is the expected revenue without crop insurance and 
government payments, which is also equal to crop revenue. Further, equation (2) below gives the 
expected returns with crop insurance payments and government payments,                   . 
 
                   
             ⁄                                             
                                                        
 
(2) 
Expected crop revenue with insurance payments and government payments can be 
condensed as shown in equation (3) below.  
 
                                 ⁄                    
                                             
(3) 
 
 In summary,             ⁄                     is the expected revenue without 
government payments and crop insurance, and                     is the expected revenue 
with government payments and crop insurance. Expected crop revenue is found using an 
expected price, expected yield, and an expected basis value shown below in equation (4).  
 
             ⁄                    
                   (                                    )
                         
(4) 
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Expected prices are modeled as log-normal implied by the options prices on the date of 
analysis. Expected yield is distributed using a Weibull distribution and is parameterized. Further 
the expected price and expected yield are correlated each year. The remainder of this chapter 
describes the variables and equations above in further detail.  The following sections are price 
analysis, yield analysis, crop revenue analysis, insurance payments, government payments, non-
land costs and average cash rent, and expected returns respectively.  
 
3.3  Price Analysis 
 
3.3.1  Fitted Values 
 Results from previous research, Black and Scholes (1973), Hull and White (1987), Myers 
and Hanson (1993), Sherrick et al. (1992), gives valuable insight into the valuation of prices. The 
price distribution for this study uses a method similar to the Option-Based Distribution Recovery 
Tool developed by the University of Illinois (FAST 2011).  Fitted values are calculated for each 
year from 1989 to 2010 using the futures and options data, discussed in the following chapter. 
The fitted values are found using a log-normal distribution as researched by Sherrick et al. 
(1992) and used by the Option-Based Distribution Recovery Tool (FAST 2011). 
For any given futures price, a strike price is first selected for the put and call options that 
is nearest to the futures price. Five puts and calls are selected above and below the strike price 
that is nearest to the futures settlement price. This would give a total of eleven puts and eleven 
calls, as the at-the-money strike price is included. The strike prices for corn are in increments of 
ten cents and the strike prices for soybeans are in increments of twenty cents. The increments 
chosen are representative of the historical data used. While futures options are currently at 
smaller intervals on the CBOT, the historical data set used is traded at larger intervals. 
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The strike prices used in this analysis are determined by the futures settlement price. 
Eleven options at different strike prices are analyzed for each futures contract. The first strike 
price is the value nearest to the settlement price, or at-the-money. As previously noted, the price 
for each crop and year is from the first trading day in the month of March for each respective 
year for the December corn contract or November soybean contract.  For example, the settlement 
price for the soybeans future contract in 2009 is $7.93. With the futures price of $7.93, the first 
strike price would be equal to $8.00.  
In summary, the strike prices used are: at-the-money, the five values above at-the-money, 
and the five values below at-the-money. This range of strike prices gives a distribution of strike 
prices relative to the underlying contract. Using the example above, the futures settlement price 
is $7.93 and the strike prices analyzed would be $7.00, $7.20, $7.40, $7.60, $7.80, $8.00, $8.20, 
$8.40, $8.60, $8.80, and $9.00. For each crop and year, there is a different set of strike prices. 
The strike prices defined by this method are used below for calculations. 
A call and put implied price is calculated and subtracted from the actual price to find a 
deviation value. Squaring the deviation allows the use of both positive and negative deviations 
from the actual.  The squared deviation value,                   , is then minimized by 
changing the fitted values parameters of               and               . These parameters are the 
mean and standard deviation of the price distribution. The value                    is 
minimized to zero, but not less than zero, shown in equation (5). Once again, this is the method 
used by Sherrick et al. (1992) to price options.  
 
    
                            
(                  )  
                                            
(5) 
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Minimizing                    provides a distribution to fit the expected mean and 
standard deviation. The equation for                    and its components are shown below 
in equation (6). 
 
                   
 ∑                               
  
   
 ∑                                
  
   
 
(6) 
 
 The value                    is found for each year and is the sum of the squared 
deviations for the put and call prices. The values k from one to eleven represents the eleven strike 
prices discussed above. The at-the-money strike price is when k is equal to six. The deviations 
calculated are between the actual premium and the implied price. 
 
                               
                                                          
  
(7) 
                                
                                                            
  
(8) 
 
 The calculations above in equation (7) and equation (8) are for put and call options, 
respectively, using the actual premium data from the CBOT and the expected implied price. The 
actual call and put premiums are in U.S. dollars. Further information about the data is discussed 
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in the next chapter. The calculation of the implied price for a call and put is as follows in 
equation (9) and equation (10). 
 
                             
 (              
             
 
                  
 (               ))  (
 
        
           
   ⁄
) 
(9) 
 
 
                             ((               )                 )             (10) 
 
 The call implied price above is first calculated by taking the option based price and 
subtracting the incomplete expectation and strike price. The value is then multiplied by the 
cumulative distribution and a value giving the date until expiration. The constant 0.3415 is used 
as found in the Option-Based Distribution Recovery Tool (FAST 2011). This methodology gives 
an accurate estimation of the value of any given strike price if executed. Furthermore, the 
variables               and                denote the mean and standard deviation, or fitted 
values of the price distribution. These are the parameters that are adjusted to minimize 
                   above.  The variable              denotes the date until expiration for an 
option and is in terms of days. The other two variables used,                and              , are 
shown and discussed below.  
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 Equation (11) shows the derivation for the incomplete expectation as used in the Option-
Based Distribution Recovery Tool (FAST 2011). The incomplete expectation value is calculated 
by taking the product of the expected option based price and the standard normal cumulative 
distribution of the natural log of the strike price minus the mean and standard deviation squared. 
The next value needed to compute the implied price is shown below in equation (12). 
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(12) 
 
 This calculation is found by taking the standard normal cumulative distribution of the 
difference of the natural logarithm of the strike price and             , all divided by 
              .  
 In addition, another variable is calculated with the above data. The projected price 
                is needed in the estimation of insurance products, also named the option based 
price. The projected price can be estimated as follows in equation (13) 
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3.3.2  Basis Calculation 
 A basis distribution is needed. Expected crop revenue is calculated with an expected cash 
price, or futures price minus a basis value. The methods used to calculate the expected basis are 
the same methods used by Schaffer (2010). The basis is a rolling average of the daily cash 
settlement price minus the futures price. For any given year, the basis can be calculated as 
follows in equation (14). 
 
                   
        (                                     )
         (                              ) 
(14) 
 
The variable                                       is the cash settlement prices for 
the Illinois River in Peoria, Illinois.                                is the settlement prices for 
the December corn contract and November soybean contract in the given month and year.  
October and November are the only months used in this analysis, as these months are directly 
following harvest of the crops. These variables are discussed further in the next chapter. A basis 
average is calculated for the months of October and November for both crops to obtain a better 
estimate of the basis. The basis average is calculated in equation (15). 
 
                                                                   (15) 
 
Using these results, expected basis values are calculated for corn and soybeans from 1989 
to 2010. With corn and soybean basis measurements annually, a three year rolling average is 
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used to calculate an expected basis for a given year and crop, shown in equation (16).  For 
example, the expected corn basis for 2008 is calculated as an average of                   in 
2005, 2006 and 2007. 
 
                  
                                                                      
(16) 
 
    
 
3.4  Yield Analysis 
 
 The expected yield values are estimated using a Weibull distribution as researched by 
Sherrick et al. (2004). Research has shown a Weibull distribution to be effective in modeling 
crop yields relative to other distributions. In order to construct the Weibull distribution for the 
yield analysis, an expected yield and standard deviation value are needed. The expected yield is 
estimated using a trend line and the standard deviation value is found using the trend line results.  
 
3.4.1  Trend Line Yield 
 The expected yield is calculated using FBFM actual yield data for McLean County, 
Illinois. For both corn and soybeans a trend line is used to determine the expected yield for each 
year from 1989 to 2010, shown in equation (17). A trend line is determined for each year using 
the previous twenty-five years of data. The methodology used for finding the trendline yield is 
similar to the work done by Schaffer (2010). 
 
                         (                   )                     (17) 
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Using equations (18) and (19),                and                    are calculated for each 
year and used to determine                         for corn and soybeans. The calculations for 
slope and intercept are summed over twenty-five as this is the number of observations  
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The variable                   is the actual county yield from FBFM for the specified 
year. The parameter      specifies the year in conjunction with the actual yield data. The 
parameter      specifies the crop, either corn or soybeans. An example is done below for corn 
in 1989 in equations (20), (21), and (22). 
 
                         (                  )                    (20) 
 
                                             (21) 
 
                            (22) 
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Using this method, the trend line yield for corn in McLean County in 1989 is 125 bushels 
per acre. The results of the trend line yield calculations are available in the Appendix. 
 
3.4.2  Yield Standard Deviation 
 To construct an expected yield distribution, standard deviation values are needed. The 
expected yield standard deviation is computed for each year using the trend line results. Using 
the trend line equation (17) for a given base year from 1989 to 2010, a yield is estimated for the 
twenty-five years prior to the base year. A base year is defined as a year that expected crop 
revenue is being estimated for between 1989 and 2010. 
 
                          (             )                  (23) 
 
In the above equation (23),   is the base year from 1989 to 2010. Each base year has a 
standard deviation calculated. Furthermore,   is one of the twenty-five years before  . So,   is 
able to take on one of twenty-five values in a set below in equation (24). 
 
                    (24) 
   
For example, in computing the expected standard deviation for i equal to 1989, the set j is 
comprised of the years between 1964 and 1988. In computing the expected standard deviation 
for a base year,                         is calculated for the previous twenty-five years to the 
base year. With the twenty-five                         values for a given base year, the 
difference is calculated between the actual yield and the                        . Taking the 
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standard deviation of the twenty-five year differences gives the expected standard deviation for 
the base year shown below for corn and soybeans, respectively.  
 
                                                                 (25) 
 
Equation (25) gives the difference between the trend line yields under base year and the 
respective actual yield. The expected standard deviation for a base year is calculated by taking 
the standard deviation of the difference of trend line yields and the actual yields. Shown below in 
equation (26) is the calculation for the standard deviation with the parameters for the base year 
and crop. 
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(26) 
   
The                             values are calculated from 1964 to 1989 using 
               and                   . An example is done below for the 1964 trend yield with 
the base year of 1989 in equations (27), (28), and (29) 
 
                               (                   )                     (27) 
 
 
                                                    (28) 
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                                    (29) 
   
The actual yield in 1964 is 94 bushels per acre in McLean County, making the difference 
or                            value negative six. This process is done for the twenty-five 
previous years to the base year of 1989. After all the difference values are computed, the 
                value is calculated by taking the standard deviation of the twenty-five 
                        values. This gives a                 value of 23.33 bushels per acre, 
shown below in Table 3.1.  
This process is performed for all base years and both crops. With the inclusion of 1988 in 
the calculations for all years, as a twenty-five year rolling average is used, the standard deviation 
values are possibly over stated. The year 1988 had a significant drop in expected yield, as 
partially shown in Table 3.1. Including this year in all calculations could over state the actual 
standard deviation value. Further, if 1988 is not included in the calculations, a potential exists of 
understating the actual standard deviation values. For this last reason, 1988 is included in this 
calculation at the risk any potential understatement. The results for the all years are available in 
the Appendix. 
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Table 3.1. Standard Deviation Calculation of 1989 Corn in McLean County, Illinois 
 
 
3.4.3  Weibull Distribution – Yield Fitted Values 
 Just and Weninger (1999) argue that using a normal distribution can be more accurate 
than other distributions. Alternatively, Sherrick et al. (2004) found Weibull and beta distributions 
to be effective for yield distributions. A Weibull distribution is a probability density function 
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1964 102 -6
1965 103 1
1966 104 -21
1967 105 5
1968 106 -14
1969 107 11
1970 108 -21
1971 109 17
1972 109 17
1973 110 8
1974 111 -21
1975 112 23
1976 113 19
1977 114 -20
1978 115 10
1979 116 26
1980 117 -34
1981 118 11
1982 119 23
1983 120 -39
1984 120 -7
1985 121 36
1986 122 22
1987 123 16
1988 124 -62
Standard Deviation 23.33
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used to fit functions that are not standard in nature. Based on results from Sherrick et al. (2004), 
a Weibull distribution is chosen to estimate the yield distribution for this study. 
 In order to build a Weibull distribution, two parameters are needed. The first parameter is 
the scale parameter                       which is greater than zero. The second parameter is 
the shape parameter                       which is also greater than zero (Evans, Hastings 
and Peacock). Both of the parameters are estimated using method of moments.  
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 The Weibull parameters are solved for using method of moments while simultaneously 
meeting the conditions of equations (30) and (31) above (Evans, Hastings and Peacock). 
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3.5  Crop Revenue Analysis 
 
 A crop revenue distribution is estimated using expected price and expected yield results 
from previous sections. Crop revenue is simulated as the actual data are assumed not available. 
In order to simulate the distribution correctly, a correlation value is needed between price and 
yield.  
 
3.5.1  Price and Yield Correlation 
 The expected correlation of price and yield is a twenty-five year rolling calculation. The 
twenty-five previous years to the base year are used.  Once again the base year time period is 
1989 to 2010.  The yield values are actual county-level yields. The price values are computed as 
a difference in price of a futures contract traded on two different days. For corn, the difference is 
computed using the price on the first trading day in March and the first trading day in October of 
the December futures contract. For soybeans, the difference is computed using the price on the 
first trading day in March and the first trading day in October of the November futures contract. 
This difference in price shows the fluctuation in price over the development of the corn and 
soybean growing season. The computation for correlation is shown below in equation (32). 
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The variable                    is equal to the price on the first trading day in March 
minus the price on the first trading day in October. Further,                   is the actual 
county-level yield for a specified year.  For example, the expected correlation for 1989 uses the 
price differences and actual yields from 1964 to 1988 to get a value. Similarly, the expected 
correlation for 2010 uses yield and price data from 1985 to 2009 to calculate a value. 
 
3.5.2  Crop Revenue Simulation 
 The expected price and expected yield fitted values previously calculated are used to 
simulate the expected crop revenue per acre for each crop. For each year from 1989 to 2010, 
crop revenue is simulated 5,000 times giving a distribution of 5,000 different values for crop 
revenue. Using 5,000 iterations allows for a large sample and a more robust distribution relative 
to a smaller sample. VAR estimates are calculated using percentiles at various levels as 
examined by Manfredo and Leuthhold (1999). Furthermore, Gloy and Baker (2001) also found 
VAR to be an accurate risk management strategy.  
 This simulation model is similar to the methodology used in the iFarm tool developed at 
the University of Illinois (FAST 2010). The iFarm tool is modified for this study to 
accommodate the yield data. For each iteration r of the 5,000 annually, two random numbers are 
generated. Each random number,                    and                   , are generated 
using a random number generator to take on a value between zero and one. These values 
correspond to the probability of the standard normal distribution. An inverse to the standard 
normal cumulative distribution is applied to each of the random variables                    
and                   .  A standard normal distribution has a mean of zero and a standard 
deviation of one. The result gives                         and                        , 
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which are the normal values in a standard normal distribution having probabilities of 
                   and                    respectively.  
 Further,                         and                         are used to generate 
another value,                                . In addition, two other values are also needed 
to generate                                . The first value is the expected correlation of 
price and yield,                      , discussed previously. The second value is a 
transformation of                     , which is labeled                      . 
                      is the square root of one minus the square of                      , 
which is shown below in equation (33).  
 
 
                      √                      
  (33) 
 
The variables                      ,                     ,                        , 
and                         are used to compute                                . This 
value is found by adding the product of                          and                         
with the product of                         and                       . This derivation is 
shown below in equation (34). 
 
                                
                                              
                                              
(34) 
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The value                                 is further transformed to a standard 
normal cumulative distribution function with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. 
This new transformation is labeled                                 shown in equation (35) 
below.  
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  (35) 
 
The transformed values and variables are used to find the price and yield. Yield and price 
values are both needed to find the crop revenue. First, the yield value is calculated for each 
iteration in equation (36) below using                   ,                      , and 
                      . 
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For every year and iteration a yield is calculated. The expected yield value is found by 
taking the average of all iterations of                 .  Expected yield is calculated below in 
equation (37).  
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Furthermore, the price value for each iteration is calculated in equation (38) using the  
                                value and fitted values. 
 
 
                   
                               
 
where:  
  ∫
 
√  
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(38) 
   
 This equation can more simply be stated as the exponential of the sum of the standard 
deviation and the product of the inverse standard normal cumulative distribution and the mean. 
An alternative to the equation is shown below in equation (39) with 
                                          being the inverse of the standard normal 
cumulative distribution of the variable                                as a function used 
within Microsoft Excel™. 
 
                   
        (                              )                            (39) 
 
For every year and iteration a price is calculated. The expected price value is found by 
taking the average of all iterations of                 .  Expected price is calculated below in 
equation (40).  
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Using the results of the variables                  and                 , a value for crop 
revenue can be derived for each iteration. Crop revenue for each iteration is calculated as 
                  multiplied by the difference of                  and                  . 
Equation (41) shows the iteration for crop revenue each year. 
 
                                             (                                   ) (41) 
 
For each year, 5,000 values exist for crop revenue, based on the set of random values 
previously used each year. To get an estimate for crop revenue for a given year, VAR is used at 
different percentiles. The crop revenue for corn and soybeans in a given year at a certain 
percentile P is shown below in equation (42). 
 
           ⁄                                                                (42) 
   
 The set                               is the ordered set of 5,000 iterations r for a given 
year and crop. The values are ordered from smallest to largest within the set. For example, if the 
desired percentile for corn is 50% in 2010, the crop revenue $469 per acre. This means a 50% 
probability exists that the crop revenue per acre is greater than $469. Likewise, a 50% 
probability exists that crop revenue per acre is less than $469. Results for each year are shown in 
Chapter 5. Once again, the methods used above to calculate crop revenue are the methods and 
rational used in the iFarm tool (FAST 2010). 
 The expected crop revenue value is found by taking the average of all iterations of 
                          .  Expected crop revenue is calculated below in equation (43).  
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3.6  Insurance Payments 
 
 In addition to expected crop revenue, expected revenue from insurance products is 
calculated from 1989 to 2010. The insurance products used through this time period are Actual 
Production History (APH), Crop Revenue Coverage (CRC), Group Risk Income Plan (GRIP), 
Group Risk Plan (GRP), Income Protection (IP) and Revenue Assurance (RA). Note that not all 
insurance products are available during all years in this study. For example, GRP is not available 
until 1997. Glauber and Collins (2002) and Schnitkey et al. (2003) provide an overview of these 
insurance products and other crop insurance programs.  
 Using historical crop insurance program data in McLean Country, percentages of the crop 
program usage per acre are calculated relative to the total number of acres insured. The product 
of the insurance revenues and insurance percentage by program are summed to give a total value. 
This results in the revenue from insurance by year for each iteration. The methodology from the 
iFarm tool (FAST 2010) is used to model the expected level of insurance revenues for each 
program. The expected revenue found for crop insurance gives the average expected insurance 
revenue in McLean. While insurance decisions are either buying it or not buying it, the use of 
percentages per crop give an average of the expected revenue based on insurance decisions 
within the county. 
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3.6.1  APH Insurance Application 
 For McLean County from 1989 to 2010 the APH coverage levels available and used are 
50%, 55%, 60%, 65%, 70%, 75%, 80%, and 85%. For each coverage level L of APH given, an 
insurance revenue value is generated in equation (44). 
 
                    
                                                                  
(44) 
 
 The variable                 is the projected price each year; its explanation is available 
in the sub-section 3.3.1. The variable                      is the expected yield for the 
insurance product. Using the yield fitted values from the Weibull distribution, an expected yield 
insurance value is calculated in equation (45). 
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 The equation for                      takes the product of the exponential of the natural 
logarithm of the gamma function and                      . The natural logarithm of the 
gamma function is evaluated using                      . 
 
 
 
3.6.2  CRC Insurance Application 
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 For McLean County the CRC coverage levels used are 50%, 55%, 60%, 65%, 70%, 75%, 
80%, and 85%.  CRC insurance is not used in McLean County until 1997. Prior to 1997, this 
insurance product does not generate any insurance revenue. For each coverage level L of CRC 
given, an insurance revenue value is generated and shown below in equation (46). 
 
                    
    {  (                        {                                }
  )                            } 
(46) 
  
 The variable                     gives the insurance revenue generated for corn and 
soybeans for each year, coverage level, and iteration respectively. Using VAR percentiles can 
give a specific value at certain probability levels. 
 
3.6.3  GRIP Insurance Application 
 For McLean County the GRIP coverage levels used are 70%, 75%, 80%, 85%, and 90%.  
GRIP insurance is not used in McLean County until 2000. Prior to 2000, this insurance product 
does not generate any insurance revenue. For each coverage level L of GRIP given, an insurance 
revenue value is generated and shown below in equation (47). The historical data of insurance 
products used does not differentiate if the base price or harvest price options are used. As harvest 
price is assumed to be more common, calculations for GRIP use that option as opposed to base 
price. This assumption can be supported by recent data of acres insured from RMA (Summary of 
Business Reports and Data 2011). Current data shows that approximately 12.7% of acres insured 
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used a base price option for GRIP. While historical data does not differentiate base and harvest 
price, this assumption is used for all years. 
 
                         
   {                    
(  
                               
                          {                {                             }}
)}  
(47) 
 
  
 The variable                   is defined as the maximum level of protection per acre 
for the given year and crop in McLean County. The maximum level is calculated by USDA Risk 
Management Agency (RMA). The calculation of the maximum level is shown below in equation 
(48). 
 
                                                              (48) 
 
 The factor 1.5 is used as an adjustment to estimate the maximum protection level of the 
price (Edwards 2011). The variable                       is the expected county yield for the 
GRP program for each year. This variable is defined further in the next chapter. The expected 
county yield given by RMA for GRP is the same as the expected yield for GRIP. Furthermore, 
the variable               is the maximum harvest price for a given year, shown below in 
equation (49). 
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                                   (49) 
 
 The calculation of the maximum harvest price is an estimation found by multiplying the 
projected price by two. This gives a reasonable expectation of the maximum harvest price for 
producers. The method used for estimating maximum harvest price comes from the iFarm Tool 
(FAST 2010). Also, historically the maximum harvest price is limited to twice the expected price. 
 
3.6.4  GRP Insurance Application 
For McLean County the GRP coverage levels used are 65%, 70%, 75%, 80%, 85%, and 
90%.  GRP insurance is not used in McLean County until 1997. Prior to 1997, this insurance 
product does not generate any insurance revenue. For each coverage level L of GRP given, an 
insurance revenue value is generated and shown below in equation (50). 
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(50) 
 
 The variable                  is the maximum protection amount per acre for a given 
year under the GRP program. This variable is discussed in further detail in the following chapter.  
 
3.6.5  IP Insurance Application 
The coverage levels used for IP are 50%, 60%, 65%, 70%, and 75%.  IP insurance is not 
used in McLean County until 1998. Prior to 1998, this insurance product does not generate any 
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insurance revenue. For each coverage level L of IP given, an insurance revenue value is 
generated and shown below in equation (51). 
 
                   
    {  (                                      )
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(51) 
 
The variable                     gives the insurance revenue generated for corn and 
soybeans for each year, coverage level, and iteration respectively. 
 
3.6.6  RA Insurance Application 
For McLean County the RA coverage levels used are 65%, 70%, 75%, 80%, and 85%.  
RA insurance is not used in McLean County until 1999. Prior to 1999, this insurance product 
does not generate any insurance revenue. For each coverage level L of GRIP given, an insurance 
revenue value is generated and shown below in equation (52). The historical data of insurance 
products used does not differentiate if the base price or harvest price options are used. As harvest 
price is believed to be more common, calculations for RA use harvest as opposed to base price. 
This assumption can be supported by recent data acres insured data from RMA (Summary of 
Business Reports and Data 2011). Current data shows that approximately 3.5% of acres insured 
used a base price option for RA. While historical data does not differentiate base and harvest 
price, this assumption is used for all years. 
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(52) 
 
3.6.7  All Insurance Application 
In total, there are forty-three crop insurance programs that are applied to the crop revenue 
simulation. Note that some of the crop insurance programs are not available in all years. For 
example, GRP is not available until 1997. For each year a percentage is calculated between acres 
by crop insurance program and the total number of acres insured. Percentages equal one hundred 
percent in each given year. For example, in 1990 0.69% of the acres insured are by APH at 50% 
coverage in McLean County, 19.92% are by APH at 65% coverage, and 79.39% are by APH at 
75% coverage.  
These percentages are multiplied by the revenue generated by the respective insurance 
policy and summed across all policies. This sum gives the revenue generated from insurance 
during a given year shown in equation (53). 
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The variable                              gives the amount of revenue generated from 
all insurance products in a year for corn and soybeans. An example for an iteration, 1, of corn in 
1990 is given below in equations (54), (55), and (56).  
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(54) 
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This would mean that in 1990 the revenue generated from insurance for an iteration of 
corn is $62.01 per acre. The insurance payments can be calculated by taking the average of 
                             for all iterations, shown below in equation (57). 
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3.7  Government Payments 
 
 Another item to consider when analyzing expected revenue is the expected government 
payments each year. Government payment programs have changed significantly over time and 
have also provided considerable revenue streams. The government payment programs considered 
between 1989 and 2010 are Direct Payments, Production Flexibility Contract payments, Market 
Loss Program payments, Counter-Cyclical Payments, ACRE payments, and Commodity Loan 
Program payments. Not all of the above programs are available in all years, but all are used at 
some point in the analysis. The estimated payments are explained in the following sections for 
each of the respective programs.  
 
3.7.1  Direct Payments 
 Direct payments are available and applied from 2002 to 2010. The revenue generated 
from direct payments in McLean County is estimated below in equation (58). The variables used 
in estimating government payments are discussed in further detail in the next chapter. 
 
                                                        (58) 
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 Revenue for direct payments is the direct payment yield multiplied by the direct payment 
rate and 0.85. The constant 0.85 is the percentage of base acres as defined by the Direct Payment 
Program (Willis and O'Brien 2007). The yield and rate for direct payments are specified each 
year by county.  
 
3.7.2  Production Flexibility Contracts 
 Prior to the Direct Payments program is the Production Flexibility Contracts (PFC) 
program. PFC payments are available and applied from 1996 to 2002. Similar to direct 
payments, a yield and rate are specified for each county. The source of the variables is discussed 
further in the following chapter. The payments PFC are calculated as shown in equation (59). 
 
                                                           (59) 
 
3.7.3  Market Loss Program 
 Market loss payments are available and applied from 1998 to 2001. This program is 
similar to the PFC program. It is important to note that Market Loss Program payments are ad 
hoc and the calculations below in equation (60) are estimates of payments. The variables used in 
equation (60) are discussed further in the next chapter. 
 
                                                        (60) 
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3.7.4  Counter-Cyclical Payments 
 Counter-Cyclical Payments (CCP) are available and used from 2002 to 2010. The value 
of 0.85 is specified by Farm Service Agency (FSA) as the amount included in the program 
coverage. The calculation for revenue generated from CCP is shown below in equation (61). 
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(61) 
 
 The CCP rate is the same rate as the direct payment rate. The CCP yield and target price 
are specified by RMA for each county. The loan rate is the same rate used for the Commodity 
Loan Program.  
Loan rates for McLean County are only available from 2003 to 2010. Prior to 2003, loan 
rates are estimated using National loan rate data. Using National loan rate data and McLean 
County loan rate data from 2003 to 2010, a deviation value is found. The deviation value is the 
average of the annual difference of the McLean County rate and National rate from 2003 to 
2010. This deviation value is equal to 0.06 for corn and 0.13 for soybeans. That would signify, 
on average, the McLean County rate is 0.06 greater than the National rate from 2003 to 2010 for 
corn. These deviation values are added to the National rate each year from 1989 to 2002 for each 
crop to get an estimated McLean County commodity loan rate. These estimated loan rates are 
available in the Appendix. 
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3.7.5  Commodity Loan Program Payments 
 Commodity Loan Program payments are available and applied from 1989 to 2010. The 
calculation for these payments is shown below. If the loan rate is less than the difference of the 
price and expected basis, then the revenue is zero. If the loan rate is greater than the difference of 
the price and expected basis, then revenue is the product of the yield and the difference of the 
loan rate, price, and expected basis. Payments are calculated as shown in equation (62). 
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where: 
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(62) 
 
3.7.6  ACRE Payments 
 ACRE payments are available and applied from 2009 to 2010. The revenue generated 
from ACRE is found by using the ACRE Payment Estimator developed at the University of 
Illinois (FAST 2010). Yield data used in the tool are historical FBFM data as well as trend line 
data discussed previously. The price data used for the marketing year are available from NASS.  
The tool gives an estimate of the farm ACRE payment per acre for each crop. 
 The tool in its entirety provides an estimate for 2009 ACRE payments, but needs to be 
modified to provide an estimate for 2010. ACRE payments occur if two conditions, or triggers, 
are met. The first trigger is that the state guarantee is greater than the state revenue.  The second 
trigger is that the farm revenue benchmark is greater than the farm revenue. If both of these 
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triggers are met, a producer is eligible for ACRE payments. The ACRE payment is found by 
taking the product of 0.833, the state acre payment, and farm benchmark yield, all divided by the 
state benchmark yield. The factor 0.833 is the payment factor as used in the ACRE Payment 
Estimator (FAST 2010). 
The first step in calculating the expected payment is to calculate the 2010 state revenue 
guarantee. The state revenue guarantee is the average of the state marketing year average price in 
2008 and 2009 multiplied by the average yield from 2005 to 2009, with the highest and lowest 
yields dropped. Once again, the yield used would be the average of the three median years from 
2005 to 2009. Historical state marketing year average prices are available from NASS. 
 The next step is calculating the state revenue for 2010. The state revenue is the product of 
the estimated marketing year average price and projected state yield. The projected state yield is 
found by using a Weibull distribution, similar to the way the county level yields are calculated. A 
trend line yield and standard deviation value are found using the methodology in sections 3.3.1 
and 3.3.2. Using the methodology is section 3.3.3, except with state level yields, the Weibull 
fitted values are obtained for Illinois for 2010. This methodology is used with the state level 
Weibull values to find the expected state yield in 2010 for Illinois for both crops.  
 To find the estimated marketing year average price, a regression is constructed using 
historical marketing year average price data and                . Historical marketing year 
average price data are available from NASS for each crop and year. The independent variable is 
the variable                 and the dependent variable is the historical marketing year average 
price. The slope and intercept for this regression are calculated from 1985 to 2009. Using 
               in the regression equation gives an estimate of the 2010 marketing year average 
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price. Taking the product of the estimated marketing year average price and expected state yield 
give the state revenue. The state ACRE payment is found as follows in equation (63). 
 
                          
     {      {(                             ) (                        
                       )}} 
 
(63) 
 If the state guarantee is greater than the state revenue, then calculations are done to see if 
the farm trigger is met. Again, the farm trigger is met if the farm guarantee is greater than the 
farm revenue. The farm guarantee is the product of the average of the three median farm yields 
from 2005 to 2009 and the price used for the state guarantee calculation. The farm revenue is 
calculated by taking the expected farm yield in 2010 and multiplying the estimated marketing 
year average price. The expected farm yield in 2010 is the same as                     
discussed previously. The estimated marketing year average price is the same price used in the 
calculation for the state revenue.  If the farm guarantee is greater than the farm revenue an 
estimate for the 2010 ACRE payment can be made. The 2010 ACRE payment is estimated below 
in equation (64).  
 
                
 
                                                          
                             
 
(64) 
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 Once again, if the state and farm triggers are both met then a farm is eligible for an 
ACRE payment. The ACRE payment is estimated using the state ACRE payment estimate, farm 
guarantee yields, and state guarantee yields.  
 
3.7.7  All Government Payments Application 
With the revenues calculated by year for each government program, a value can be found 
for all the revenue generated from government payments by year. Six government payment 
programs are used for this study, but not all generate revenue in certain years. Taking a sum of 
the revenue of the six government payment programs for each year give the revenue from all 
programs shown in equation (65). 
 
                      
                                              
                                                      
(65) 
 
The variable                        gives an iteration of the amount of revenue 
generated from all government payments in a year for corn and soybeans. The calculation for the 
overall government payment revenue is shown below in equation (66). 
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3.8  Non-Land Costs and Average Cash Rent 
 
 To evaluate the return, or revenue minus cost, cost values are needed for Central Illinois 
annually. The two variables that are considered on the cost side are non-land costs, 
                , and average cash rent,                   .  The values used for average cash 
rent and non-land costs are actual values from Illinois FBFM. While this is an ex-ante study, 
actual cost values are used to compare revenue with and without additional payments. The 
accuracy of the cost values is not as important as the difference in returns with and without 
additional payments. Both these variables are described further in the following chapter.  
 Actual non-land costs are used in this analysis except for one year for corn. In 2009 the 
drying cost for corn, a component of non-land costs, is significantly higher than in previous 
years. Illinois FBFM shows that the drying cost per acre in 2009 is $38 per acre while it is $11, 
$9, and $19 in the three years previous. While actual values are being used, this large increase in 
drying costs is not something that is predicted.  It would not be reasonable to expect high drying 
costs in the spring.  An adjustment is made for drying costs in 2009 and hence non-land costs. 
Drying cost data, as a component of non-land cost data, are available starting in 2000. A 
regression is done on drying costs from 2000 to 2008 to estimate the drying cost in 2009. The 
expected drying cost in 2009 is now $15 per acre compared to $38 per acre. This brings the non-
land costs for corn in 2009 from $533 to $510.   
 Average cash rent values for McLean County are available from FBFM from 2003 to 
2010. An estimated value is calculated for average cash rent values prior to 2003. Average cash 
rent values for Illinois are collected from NASS from 1989 to 2010. A difference value is 
calculated between Illinois average cash rent and McLean County average cash rent for each 
year from 2003 to 2010. The average of all these deviation values from 2003 to 2010 is added to 
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the Illinois average cash rent values from 1989 to 2002 to get an estimated average cash rent 
value for McLean County from 1989 to 2002.  
 
3.9  Expected Returns 
 
 Combining the results from the previous sections gives the expected returns by year with 
and without expected payments. Expected returns are the sum of expected crop revenue, 
expected insurance revenue, and expected government payment revenue; minus non-land costs 
and average cash rent. The calculation for this result is shown below in equation (67). 
 
                   
             ⁄                                             
                                                        
(67) 
   
 The analyses completed in Chapter 5 compare expected returns with and without 
expected crop insurance and government payments. Equation (67) is adjusted to exclude 
expected government payments and crop insurance to give equation (68). This result is the 
expected return without expected crop insurance and government payments. 
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3.10  Summary 
 
A model is constructed to measure the ex-ante revenue of corn and soybeans in McLean 
County from 1989 to 2010. Expected revenue is estimated with and without expected 
government payments and crop insurance payments. The expected insurance revenue and 
government payments are estimated based on the available products in the respective year 
between 1989 and 2010. Applying non-land cost and average cash rent to the ex-ante revenue 
gives the margin per year. The results from the methodology are displayed and analyzed in 
Chapter 5. 
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4     DATA 
 
 
This chapter presents the data used in building the models. The first section gives an 
overview of the research along with its objective. The remaining sections cover the data used for 
ex-ante price, yield, insurance payments, government payments, and cost structure respectively.  
 
4.1  Overview of Research  
 
 The goal of the research is to determine how risk has changed over time for producers. 
Specifically, this study focuses on corn and soybean producers in McLean County, Illinois, from 
1989 until 2010. To accomplish this analysis, models are built to find the expected revenue in a 
given year. Using historical data, simulations are utilized to find the values for crop revenue, 
government payments, and insurance revenue.  After revenue is estimated, costs can be applied 
to find the return per year. 
 
4.2  Price Data 
 
 Futures and options data are collected from 1964 to 2010 from the Agricultural Market 
Advisory Services (AgMas). AgMas is a project that is started and is run by the Department of 
Agricultural and Consumer Economics at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. The 
goal of AgMas is to provide information about commodity markets to the public without any 
partiality. AgMas has collected data, provided analysis, and written literature since its creation in 
1994 (Marketing & Outlook 2010). This study uses the December corn contract from the first 
trading day in March and October from 1964 to 2010. While this study focuses on years 1989 to 
2010, data from 1964 to 1988 are needed to calculate a twenty-five year average basis value. 
Also, this study uses the November soybean contract from the first trading day in March and 
October from 1964 to 2010. The corn and soybean contracts are traded on the CBOT.  
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Further,                                 is the settlement price for a futures contract 
for a given month, year, and crop.  This analysis only uses the December corn contract and the 
November soybeans contract.  Futures contract data are collected from AgMas and Barchart for 
both crops (Grain Futures Prices 2011). Also, the months of October and November are the only 
months being as these are the closest months to harvest.  The actual prices of the futures 
contracts on the first trading day in March are shown below in Table 4.1 from 1989 to 2010. 
Futures data used from 1964 to 1988 are available in the Appendix. 
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Table 4.1. Corn and Soybeans Futures Prices, 1989 - 2010 
 
 
 In Table 4.1 above, the prices of corn and soybeans are displayed for their respective 
contracts. For corn prices, the first notable change came in 1996. From 1995 to 1996 a twenty-
one percent increase in price occurred. This increase is later offset by an eighteen percent 
decrease in price in 1999. Further, a price increase occurred in 2004 to $2.97 shown in Table 4.1. 
This increase is also offset by a decline in price in 2005 down to $2.40. The years 2007 and 2008 
both had significant increases in corn price with a fifty-eight percent and thirty-nine percent 
Date
Corn Futures Price
(Dec Contract)
Soybean Futures Price
(Nov Contract)
3/1/1989 $2.72 $7.31
3/1/1990 $2.53 $6.03
3/1/1991 $2.66 $6.25
3/2/1992 $2.75 $6.20
3/1/1993 $2.43 $5.97
3/1/1994 $2.69 $6.50
3/1/1995 $2.58 $5.86
3/1/1996 $3.12 $7.30
3/3/1997 $2.88 $7.10
3/2/1998 $2.84 $6.48
3/1/1999 $2.34 $4.86
3/1/2000 $2.49 $5.24
3/1/2001 $2.51 $4.71
3/1/2002 $2.32 $4.61
3/3/2003 $2.39 $5.28
3/1/2004 $2.97 $7.50
3/1/2005 $2.40 $6.14
3/1/2006 $2.62 $6.15
3/1/2007 $4.13 $8.00
3/3/2008 $5.76 $14.48
3/2/2009 $3.80 $7.93
3/1/2010 $4.07 $9.43
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increases in price. Shown in Table 4.1, the price decreases in 2009 to $3.80, which is a thirty-
four percent decrease from 2008. 
 Soybean prices, shown in Table 4.1, largely follow a similar trend to corn prices. The 
first significant change occurs in 1996 with a twenty-five percent increase in price. This increase 
is offset by a twenty-five percent decrease in price in 1999. An increasing trend in found in 
soybean price in 2003 and 2004 with a fifteen and forty-two percent increase in prices 
respectively. The 2005 soybean price decreases eighteen percent alternatively. Similar to corn, 
soybeans had an increase in price in 2007 and 2008 with a decrease in 2009 following. 
For each December corn contract and November soybean contract in March, call and put 
option prices are collected from AgMas. Call and put option prices are used across multiple 
strike prices. For each strike price values are collected for                             and 
                            . These variables are the put and call actual premium values for 
a specified year, crop, and strike price. As discussed in the previous chapter, the strike prices 
used are five above and below the at-the-money strike price.  
Using the data described above and the rational in the previous chapter, expected price 
values are calculated. Expected price values are shown below in Table 4.2 for corn and soybeans. 
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Table 4.2. Expected Corn and Soybean Prices, 1989 - 2010
 
 
To get an estimate of the expected cash price, a basis value is needed as an adjustment. 
The basis value is the difference between the futures price and cash price on a specific day. The 
basis value is added to the expected corn and soybean prices in Table 4.2 to give the expected 
cash price as needed. The variable                                       is the cash 
settlement prices for the Illinois River in Peoria, Illinois.  Prices are used from the location on the 
Illinois River in Peoria, Illinois, as this location is the closest deliverable location to McLean 
County.  The daily cash settlement price is from the USDA and AgMas (Agricultural Marketing 
Service 2011). The settlement prices are just calculated for the months of October and November 
Year
Corn Expected Price
(per bushel)
Soybean Expected Price
(per bushel)
1989 $2.20 $7.30
1990 $2.53 $6.07
1991 $2.65 $6.27
1992 $2.76 $6.25
1993 $2.41 $6.04
1994 $2.68 $6.48
1995 $2.59 $5.89
1996 $3.12 $7.31
1997 $2.90 $7.08
1998 $2.85 $6.47
1999 $2.35 $4.91
2000 $2.50 $5.24
2001 $2.53 $4.71
2002 $2.31 $4.65
2003 $2.37 $5.33
2004 $2.96 $7.59
2005 $2.40 $6.18
2006 $2.63 $6.13
2007 $4.15 $8.06
2008 $5.75 $14.54
2009 $3.79 $7.88
2010 $4.07 $9.40
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for both corn and soybeans. For example, 
       (                                     ) would be the average of the daily cash 
settlement prices for corn in October 2010. Using the methodology outlined in the previous 
chapter, futures and cash price data are inserted to give expected basis values for both corn and 
soybeans, shown below in Table 4.3. 
 
Table 4.3. Central Illinois Corn and Soybean Expected Basis, 1989 - 2010 
 
 
 
 
  
Year Corn Basis Soybean Basis
1989 -0.17 -0.17
1990 -0.12 -0.12
1991 -0.11 -0.11
1992 -0.08 -0.08
1993 -0.09 -0.09
1994 -0.11 -0.11
1995 -0.15 -0.15
1996 -0.14 -0.14
1997 -0.10 -0.10
1998 -0.07 -0.07
1999 -0.10 -0.10
2000 -0.15 -0.15
2001 -0.17 -0.17
2002 -0.19 -0.19
2003 -0.15 -0.15
2004 -0.12 -0.12
2005 -0.14 -0.14
2006 -0.19 -0.19
2007 -0.21 -0.21
2008 -0.21 -0.21
2009 -0.25 -0.25
2010 -0.28 -0.28
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4.3  Yield Data 
 
 Yield data are used from 1964 to 2010 from the Illinois Farm Business Farm 
Management (FBFM) office. Working closely with the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign, FBFM provides financial and management assistance to farmers throughout the 
state of Illinois. FBFM collects data from cooperating farmers in the state and maintains 
extensive databases with farm, county, and state level information (About FBFM n.d.). This 
thesis uses county-level yield data. The actual yield value                    is defined by the 
parameters yield and crop. The year is any year from 1964 to 2010 and the crop is either corn or 
soybeans.  The actual yield data are used to calculate a trendline yield estimate. The rationale 
behind this trendline is discussed more in the previous chapter. Shown in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 
below are components used to calculate expected yield values. Actual yield values are used to 
calculate the trend yield values. Actual yield values are shown for corn and soybeans from 1989 
to 2010 in Table 4.4. Additional actual yield values from 1964 to 1988 are available in the 
Appendix.  
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Table 4.4. McLean County, Illinois, Actual Corn & Soybean Average Yields, 1989 – 2010 
 
 
The actual yield values shown in Table 4.4 are used to compute a trend yield as described 
in the previous chapter. Trend yields for corn and soybeans are shown below in Table 4.5 from 
1989 to 2010. Further, the trend yield values are used to compute an expected standard deviation 
value, also shown in Table 4.5. Crop trend yields and standard deviation values are used in the 
calculation of the Weibull distribution. 
 
 
Year
Actual Corn
Avg Yield
Actual Soybean
Avg Yield
1989 141 49
1990 141 47
1991 116 39
1992 163 48
1993 140 48
1994 166 48
1995 119 46
1996 159 47
1997 143 47
1998 149 48
1999 161 50
2000 155 47
2001 158 49
2002 144 54
2003 182 36
2004 185 54
2005 161 54
2006 182 54
2007 196 54
2008 190 51
2009 194 56
2010 175 60
(bushels per acre)
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Table 4.5. McLean County, Illinois, Trend Yields and Standard Deviation Values for Corn 
& Soybeans, 1989 – 2010 
 
 
Using the data described above and the methodology in Chapter 3, expected yield values 
are calculated. The Weibull parameters use the trend yield and standard deviation value to find 
the two distribution parameters. In turn, the distribution parameters allow for the calculation of 
expected yields for corn and soybeans. Expected yield values are shown below in Table 4.6 for 
corn and soybeans. 
 
  
Year
Corn 
Trend Yield
Corn 
Std Dev
Soybean 
Trend Yield
Soybean 
Std Dev
1989 125 23.3 42 5.3
1990 128 23.5 43 5.4
1991 131 23.6 44 5.5
1992 128 23.3 43 5.5
1993 135 24.2 44 5.6
1994 135 24.0 45 5.6
1995 142 24.6 46 5.6
1996 138 24.5 46 5.6
1997 144 24.6 47 5.5
1998 146 24.4 47 5.5
1999 149 24.3 48 5.5
2000 151 24.1 48 5.1
2001 155 23.6 48 5.0
2002 159 23.2 49 5.0
2003 157 23.1 50 5.0
2004 164 23.4 49 5.7
2005 172 22.7 50 5.7
2006 171 22.1 51 5.7
2007 176 22.0 52 5.7
2008 184 21.4 53 5.7
2009 185 20.4 53 5.7
2010 189 20.5 53 5.6
(bushels per acre)
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Table 4.6. McLean County, Illinois, Expected Corn and Soybean Yields, 1989 – 2010 
 
 
 As discussed in the previous chapter, an expected correlation value is needed between 
price and yield. The correlation value is used in the simulation model. The calculation for 
expected correlation uses historical actual yield and actual futures price data. A twenty-five year 
rolling average of the previous twenty-five years is used for each year’s expected correlation. 
Using this data and the methodology discussed in the previous chapter, expected correlation 
values are calculated for corn and soybeans below in Table 4.7. 
 
Year
Corn Expected Yield
(bushels per acre)
Soybeans Expected Yield
(bushels per acre)
1989 125.22 42.08
1990 127.96 43.07
1991 130.83 43.74
1992 128.08 43.05
1993 134.86 43.89
1994 135.91 44.73
1995 141.60 45.53
1996 138.45 45.94
1997 143.44 46.65
1998 146.98 47.59
1999 148.55 47.93
2000 150.36 47.82
2001 154.92 48.46
2002 159.26 48.85
2003 157.38 50.35
2004 164.24 48.72
2005 172.22 50.25
2006 171.06 51.22
2007 175.94 51.93
2008 184.15 53.05
2009 185.54 53.14
2010 188.80 53.51
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Table 4.7. McLean County, Illinois, Expected Corn and Soybean Correlation, 1989 – 2010 
 
 
 
4.4  Insurance Data 
 
 Historical crop insurance information is collected from the USDA Risk Management 
Agency (Summary of Business Reports and Data 2011). The Risk Management Agency (RMA) 
has annual data showing all crop insurance that had claims from 1989 to 2010. In particular, the 
dataset gives the crop insurance by year at the available coverage levels. Table 4.8 below gives 
the crop insurance participation percentages for corn for each program by year from 1989 to 
2010. For example, in 1989 100% of insured acres are insured by APH. Further, in 1997 87% of 
acres are insured by APH and 13% are insured by CRC as shown in Table 4.8.  
Year Corn Correlation Soybean Correlation
1989 -0.42 -0.42
1990 -0.45 -0.50
1991 -0.47 -0.51
1992 -0.47 -0.51
1993 -0.52 -0.55
1994 -0.56 -0.55
1995 -0.59 -0.57
1996 -0.57 -0.56
1997 -0.57 -0.54
1998 -0.58 -0.56
1999 -0.62 -0.57
2000 -0.58 -0.44
2001 -0.63 -0.44
2002 -0.64 -0.40
2003 -0.73 -0.34
2004 -0.69 -0.38
2005 -0.74 -0.45
2006 -0.71 -0.41
2007 -0.70 -0.48
2008 -0.73 -0.38
2009 -0.69 -0.32
2010 -0.69 -0.32
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Table 4.8. McLean County, Illinois, Corn Insurance Participation Percentages by Program, 
1989 – 2010 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Year APH CRC GRIP GRP IP RA
1989 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
1990 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
1991 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
1992 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
1993 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
1994 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
1995 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
1996 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
1997 87% 13% 0% 0% 0% 0%
1998 74% 19% 0% 1% 6% 0%
1999 42% 40% 0% 1% 13% 4%
2000 27% 52% 0% 1% 16% 4%
2001 25% 55% 0% 1% 17% 2%
2002 21% 40% 1% 1% 18% 18%
2003 19% 11% 1% 2% 18% 50%
2004 15% 49% 3% 3% 11% 18%
2005 16% 59% 4% 3% 7% 12%
2006 6% 49% 35% 1% 4% 5%
2007 5% 67% 18% 2% 5% 4%
2008 8% 65% 9% 2% 4% 12%
2009 6% 84% 5% 1% 2% 2%
2010 9% 83% 4% 2% 1% 1%
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The crop insurance participation percentages in Table 4.8 are across all coverage levels 
available in the given year. From 1989 to 1996, the only crop insurance product used is APH, as 
shown in Table 4.8. APH still insures a majority of the acres through 1999, but in 2000 CRC 
insures a majority of acres. From 2000 to 2010, CRC insures the majority of corn acres, with the 
expectation of 2003. The year 2003 has a majority of the acres insured by RA. Shown below in 
Table 4.9 are the available coverage levels for each respective crop insurance programs.  
 
Table 4.9. Corn Coverage Level Choices 
 
 
 The most choices for coverage levels for crop insurance come with APH and CRC, each 
with eight different coverage level choices. The other four programs each offer five choices of 
coverage levels respectively.  
In addition to the corn participation percentages, soybean crop insurance participation 
percentages are shown below in Table 4.10 by crop insurance program from 1989 to 2010.  
 
  
APH CRC GRIP GRP IP RA
50% 50% 70% 70% 50% 65%
55% 55% 75% 75% 60% 70%
60% 60% 80% 80% 65% 75%
65% 65% 85% 85% 70% 80%
70% 70% 90% 90% 75% 85%
75% 75%
80% 80%
85% 85%
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Table 4.10. McLean County, Illinois, Soybean Insurance Participation Percentages by 
Program, 1989 – 2010 
 
 
  
Year APH CRC GRIP GRP IP RA
1989 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
1990 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
1991 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
1992 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
1993 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
1994 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
1995 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
1996 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
1997 92% 8% 0% 1% 0% 0%
1998 82% 11% 0% 1% 7% 0%
1999 52% 27% 0% 1% 16% 3%
2000 40% 35% 0% 1% 22% 3%
2001 39% 35% 0% 1% 24% 1%
2002 42% 24% 0% 1% 25% 7%
2003 39% 9% 1% 4% 26% 22%
2004 26% 30% 8% 5% 13% 18%
2005 14% 31% 13% 8% 4% 31%
2006 10% 51% 19% 7% 4% 11%
2007 10% 56% 14% 6% 4% 9%
2008 13% 43% 6% 7% 5% 27%
2009 9% 79% 5% 3% 3% 1%
2010 8% 79% 9% 2% 2% 1%
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Similar to the corn crop insurance participation percentages, the soybean crop insurance 
percentages in Table 4.10 are across all coverage levels available in the specified year.  From 
1989 to 1996, the only crop insurance product used is APH, as shown in Table 4.10. APH still 
insures a majority of the acres through 2003, but in 2004 CRC insures a majority of acres. From 
2004 to 2010, CRC insures the majority of soybean acres, with the expectation of 2005. In 2005 
CRC and RA both have equal amounts of 31% of acres insured as the highest percentage. Shown 
below in Table 4.11 are the available coverage levels for each respective crop insurance 
programs.  
 
Table 4.11. Soybean Coverage Level Choices 
 
 
The most choices for coverage levels for crop insurance come with APH and CRC, each 
with eight different coverage level choices. GRP and IP both had six different coverage level 
choices. Lastly, GRIP and RA had five different coverage level choices as shown in Table 4.11. 
In addition to the insurance information above, policy data are needed for GRIP and GRP 
insurance application. Each year the RMA calculates the maximum protection per acre and 
expected county yield for both of the above insurance programs (Actuarial Document Browser 
2011). The values                       and                  represent the expected county 
APH CRC GRIP GRP IP RA
50% 50% 70% 65% 50% 65%
55% 55% 75% 70% 55% 70%
60% 60% 80% 75% 60% 75%
65% 65% 85% 80% 65% 80%
70% 70% 90% 85% 70% 85%
75% 75% 90% 75%
80% 80%
85% 85%
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yields for the GRP program and the maximum protection for the GRP program per acre 
respectively. Each of these variables is defined by the parameters yield and crop. The years 
defined are from 1997 to 2010, as GRP is not available before this year. The crops defined are 
either corn or soybeans. The expected county yield for GRIP is equal to the expected county 
yield of GRP.  
Knowing the insurance products available and used in a particular year and location 
allows a more accurate calculation of expected revenue. For this study corn and soybean policies 
are collected in McLean County, Illinois. The data used from this dataset are the number of acres 
insured by county under each insurance program and coverage level.  
Using the data above and the rational from the previous chapter, expected insurance 
payments are calculated. The expected insurance payments are an average of all insurance 
payments and products that occur in the given year per acre. Further, these expected payments 
are an average of all payments occurring for all insurance products available in a given year per 
acre. The expected insurance payments are displayed below in Table 4.12. 
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Table 4.12. Expected Corn and Soybean Insurance Payments, 1989 – 2010 
 
 
 
 
  
Year
Corn Expected
Insurance Payments
(per acre)
Soybeans Expected
Insurance Payments
(per acre)
1989 $2.33 $0.61
1990 $2.74 $0.56
1991 $3.00 $0.60
1992 $2.89 $0.61
1993 $2.68 $0.57
1994 $2.45 $0.46
1995 $1.36 $0.18
1996 $1.79 $0.22
1997 $2.35 $0.33
1998 $2.60 $0.45
1999 $6.25 $2.22
2000 $11.71 $3.53
2001 $12.96 $3.08
2002 $8.95 $1.95
2003 $4.97 $1.78
2004 $13.55 $10.16
2005 $12.74 $8.96
2006 $31.05 $13.06
2007 $45.81 $10.96
2008 $72.54 $45.95
2009 $83.95 $33.50
2010 $62.76 $20.73
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4.5  Government Payments Data 
 
 Five government programs are applied over the time period of 1989 to 2010. The 
government programs used are Direct Payments, Production Flexibility Contracts, the Market 
Loss Program, Counter-Cyclical Payments, Average Crop Revenue Election (ACRE), and the 
Commodity Loan Program.  Not all of the programs above are available every year but are 
available at some point between 1989 and 2010. Shown below in Table 4.13 and Table 4.14 are 
the expected government payments by program for corn and soybeans respectively. 
 
Table 4.13. Expected Corn Government Payments by Program, 1989 – 2010 
 
 
Commodity Loan Counter-Cyclical Direct PFC Market Loss ACRE
Year Program Payments Payments Payments Program Payment
1989 $9.08 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
1990 $1.28 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
1991 $1.16 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
1992 $1.93 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
1993 $4.50 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
1994 $5.68 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
1995 $6.76 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
1996 $2.42 $0.00 $0.00 $26.58 $0.00 $0.00
1997 $4.27 $0.00 $0.00 $51.47 $0.00 $0.00
1998 $6.42 $0.00 $0.00 $39.93 $19.81 $0.00
1999 $17.16 $0.00 $0.00 $38.45 $38.45 $0.00
2000 $18.17 $0.00 $0.00 $35.37 $38.45 $0.00
2001 $18.04 $0.00 $0.00 $28.49 $32.51 $0.00
2002 $31.78 $19.65 $29.65 $29.65 $0.00 $0.00
2003 $25.43 $18.77 $29.65 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
2004 $8.99 $10.33 $29.65 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
2005 $26.71 $21.13 $29.65 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
2006 $22.44 $16.95 $29.65 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
2007 $3.74 $3.49 $29.65 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
2008 $1.19 $1.21 $29.65 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
2009 $22.75 $9.92 $29.65 $0.00 $0.00 $18.00
2010 $7.99 $5.07 $29.65 $0.00 $0.00 $4.00
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Table 4.14. Expected Soybeans Government Payments by Program, 1989 – 2010
 
  
 
The commodity loan program is used for both corn and soybeans from 1989 to 2010. The 
next payments available are PFC payments from 1996 to 2002. PFC Payments are only available 
for corn and not for soybeans. The Market Loss Program is available from 1998 to 2001 for corn 
and from 1999 to 2001 for soybeans. From 2002 to 2010, Counter-Cyclical Payments and Direct 
Payments are both available for corn and soybeans. ACRE Payments are the most recently 
available payments, starting in 2009. Each program is discussed in further detail below.   
Commodity Loan Counter-Cyclical Direct PFC Market Loss ACRE
Year Program Payments Payments Payments Program Payment
1989 $1.04 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
1990 $1.15 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
1991 $3.96 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
1992 $5.90 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
1993 $4.20 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
1994 $2.32 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
1995 $5.98 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
1996 $0.78 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
1997 $3.32 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
1998 $9.72 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
1999 $42.55 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $4.62 $0.00
2000 $35.25 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $4.68 $0.00
2001 $49.80 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $4.20 $0.00
2002 $39.16 $8.38 $14.44 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
2003 $21.45 $4.25 $14.44 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
2004 $5.04 $1.08 $14.44 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
2005 $14.28 $2.78 $14.44 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
2006 $17.34 $3.10 $14.44 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
2007 $1.58 $0.45 $14.44 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
2008 $0.66 $0.13 $14.44 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
2009 $14.76 $1.90 $14.44 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
2010 $0.74 $0.37 $14.44 $0.00 $0.00 $28.00
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Commodity loan program payments are available for all the years of this study from 1989 
to 2010. This program generates expected revenue if the commodity loan rate, 
                 , is greater than the cash price. If the cash price is greater than the loan rate no 
revenue is generated. These loan rates are available from the USDA Farm Service Agency (Loan 
Rates 2011).  The rates are given at the county-level each year for corn and soybeans. FSA 
manages the commodity loan program in which producers can receive loan money at a set rate in 
return for an amount of their production in the future. These rates are set at the beginning of 
every year by FSA. The loan rate                   is defined by the parameters year and crop. 
Loan rates for McLean County are only available from 2003 to 2010. Prior to 2003, loan rates 
are estimated using National loan rate data. This estimation for the loan rate is discussed further 
in the previous chapter. 
Prior to Direct Payments program is the Production Flexibility Contracts (PFC) program.  
PFC payments are available from 1996 to 2002 with the passing of the 1996 Farm Bill. The rates 
and yields for this program are also available from ERS (Farm and Commodity Policy: 
Recommended Data 2011). 
The Market Loss Program ran from 1998 to 2001. In order to get Market Loss Payments 
you had to be eligible for PFC.  The Market Loss Payments are proportional to the amount of 
PFC payments received (Willis and O'Brien 2007). The yield values and payments rates are 
available from ERS (Farm and Commodity Policy: Recommended Data 2011). While Market 
Loss Payments occur after the marketing year is over, expected Market Loss Payments are 
estimated using previous payment data. 
Furthermore, with the passing of the 2002 Farm Bill, Counter-Cyclical Payments (CCP) 
are available. CCP replaced ad hoc programs like the Market Loss Program (Willis and O'Brien 
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2007). CCP uses the direct payment rate which is discussed above. Furthermore, the yield value 
and target price are documented historical by ERS, as with the previous government program 
data.   
Direct payments are available starting in 2002 with the 2002 Farm Bill. The rates and 
yields are set with this legislature until 2008 with the passing of the 2008 Farm Bill. This bill 
adjusted the rates and yields for the program. The USDA Economic Research Service (ERS) 
provides the yield values and direct payment rates for each county (Farm and Commodity Policy: 
Recommended Data 2011).   
Revenue from the ACRE program started in 2009 after the passing of the 2008 Farm Bill. 
To estimate the ACRE amounts, the ACRE Payment Estimator is used (FAST 2010). The ACRE 
Payment Estimator is a tool developed by FAST at the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign. This tool estimates the ACRE payment amount for 2009. This tool is modified with 
updated yield and price data to find the expected ACRE payment amount for 2010. The 
modifications of this tool to obtain payment amounts for 2010 are discussed in the previous 
chapter. 
 Shown below in Table 4.15 are the expected government payments for corn and 
soybeans. This table sums the payments by year across all programs to give an estimate for each 
crop. The amounts given for expected government payments can be interpreted as the average 
amount expected within McLean County. For the calculations of payments, average yield and 
parameters are used within McLean County. While a single producer can use this to estimate the 
expected outcome, results differ depending on the ground the producer plants. 
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Table 4.15. Expected Corn and Soybeans Government Payments, 1989 – 2010 
 
 
  
4.6  Cost Structure Data 
 
To gain a better understanding of the return level for each year, cost is applied to revenue. 
The costs that are applied are non-land costs and average cash rent.  
Non-land cost values are from FBFM for high-productivity farm land in central Illinois. 
Non-land costs encompass total direct costs, power costs, and overhead costs. Direct costs are 
fertilizers, pesticides, seed, drying, storage, and crop insurance. Power costs are machine hire, 
Year
Corn Expected
Government Payments
(per acre)
Soybeans Expected
Government Payments
(per acre)
1989 $9.08 $1.04
1990 $1.28 $1.15
1991 $1.16 $3.96
1992 $1.93 $5.90
1993 $4.50 $4.20
1994 $5.68 $2.32
1995 $6.76 $5.98
1996 $29.00 $0.78
1997 $55.75 $3.32
1998 $66.15 $9.72
1999 $94.05 $47.17
2000 $91.99 $39.92
2001 $79.04 $54.00
2002 $110.74 $61.97
2003 $73.86 $40.14
2004 $48.97 $20.56
2005 $77.49 $31.49
2006 $69.04 $34.88
2007 $36.88 $16.46
2008 $32.06 $15.23
2009 $80.33 $31.09
2010 $46.72 $43.54
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machine lease, utilities, machine repair, fuel, oil, and machine depreciation. Overhead costs are 
hired labor, building repair, building rent, building depreciation, insurance, and non-land interest. 
Average cash rent values are from FBFM for McLean County from 2003 to 2010. Prior 
to 2003, the average cash rent values are estimated using Illinois state data from NASS (Quick 
Stats 2011). The estimation of these values is discussed further in the previous chapter. Average 
cash rent values and non-land costs are shown below in Figure 4.16 for corn and soybeans. 
 
Table 4.16. Average Cast Rent and Non-Land Costs for Corn & Soybeans, 1989 – 2010 
 
 
  
Year
Average Cash Rent
(per acre)
Corn Non-Land Costs
(per acre)
Soybeans Non-Land Costs
(per acre)
1989 $109 $192 $127
1990 $114 $198 $131
1991 $115 $193 $129
1992 $118 $194 $128
1993 $117 $208 $142
1994 $115 $213 $142
1995 $115 $236 $158
1996 $121 $243 $164
1997 $124 $258 $180
1998 $126 $252 $173
1999 $126 $241 $169
2000 $134 $250 $184
2001 $134 $251 $176
2002 $137 $245 $172
2003 $129 $241 $161
2004 $127 $260 $171
2005 $133 $287 $187
2006 $143 $302 $190
2007 $158 $341 $207
2008 $181 $428 $253
2009 $189 $510 $293
2010 $202 $439 $275
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4.7  Summary 
 
 The historical price and yield data are used to estimate expected crop revenue annually. 
The yield data are collected from Illinois FBFM and price data are from the CBOT and AgMas. 
Insurance and government payments data are applied to crop revenue to get a revenue value per 
acre in McLean County. Insurance data and government payments come from the USDA. 
Applying the cost per acre to the revenue model gives the expected margin or profit per acre. The 
cost structure is made available from Illinois FBFM.  
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5     RESULTS 
 
 
The previous two chapters discuss the methodology and data used in this study. This 
chapter discusses the results of the methodology using the data discussed. The results are split 
into two sections. The first section discusses and analyzes corn. Likewise, the second section 
discusses and analyzes soybeans.  Each of the sections provides analysis of returns and revenues 
with and without expected crop insurance and government payments.  
 
5.1  Corn 
 
 This section provides an analysis of the expected corn returns with and without crop 
insurance and government payments in McLean County, Illinois. This section is divided into 
eight sub-sections. The first subsection provides an overview of the components needed for corn 
expected returns. The second subsection discusses the expected corn price, and the third 
subsection discusses the expected corn yield. The fourth subsection displays expected payments 
from crop insurance and government payments. The fifth subsection shows the actual non-land 
costs and the average cash rent for corn. The sixth subsection provides the results of expected 
corn revenue with and without crop insurance and government payments. The seventh subsection 
discusses the results of corn returns with and without crop insurance and government payments. 
Lastly, the eighth subsection discusses the corn results.  
 
5.1.1  Component of Corn Expected Returns 
 
In calculating corn expected returns, certain components are used. The components used 
are summarized in Table 5.1 and discussed in further detail in the remainder of the chapter. The 
first and second components are expected price and expected yield. The third set of components 
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is expected crop insurance payments and expected government payments. The fourth set of 
components is actual non-land costs and average cash rent.  
 
Table 5.1. Components of Corn Expected Returns 
 
 
5.1.2  Corn Expected Price 
The results for expected price are shown above in Table 5.1. The expected price is found 
by taking the average of all iterations of the variable      . The expected price for corn is shown 
to be relatively stable between 1989 and 2006. In 1989 the price is $2.20 per bushel and in 2006 
the price reaches $2.63 per bushel as shown in Table 5.1. The expected price generally stays 
within the two to three dollar per bushel range in this period. In 2007, the expected price 
Year
Expected
Price
(per bushel)
Expected
Yield
(bushels per acre)
Expected
Insurance Payments
(per acre)
Expected
Government Payments
(per acre)
Non-Land
Cost
(per acre)
Average
Cash Rent
(per acre)
1989 $2.20 125.2 $2.33 $9.08 $192 $109
1990 $2.53 128.0 $2.74 $1.28 $198 $114
1991 $2.65 130.8 $3.00 $1.16 $193 $115
1992 $2.76 128.1 $2.89 $1.93 $194 $118
1993 $2.41 134.9 $2.68 $4.50 $208 $117
1994 $2.68 135.9 $2.45 $5.68 $213 $115
1995 $2.59 141.6 $1.36 $6.76 $236 $115
1996 $3.12 138.5 $1.79 $29.00 $243 $121
1997 $2.90 143.4 $2.35 $55.75 $258 $124
1998 $2.85 147.0 $2.60 $66.15 $252 $126
1999 $2.35 148.5 $6.25 $94.05 $241 $126
2000 $2.50 150.4 $11.71 $91.99 $250 $134
2001 $2.53 154.9 $12.96 $79.04 $251 $134
2002 $2.31 159.3 $8.95 $110.74 $245 $137
2003 $2.37 157.4 $4.97 $73.86 $241 $129
2004 $2.96 164.2 $13.55 $48.97 $260 $127
2005 $2.40 172.2 $12.74 $77.49 $287 $133
2006 $2.63 171.1 $31.05 $69.04 $302 $143
2007 $4.15 175.9 $45.81 $36.88 $341 $158
2008 $5.75 184.2 $72.54 $32.06 $428 $181
2009 $3.79 185.5 $83.95 $80.33 $510 $189
2010 $4.07 188.8 $62.76 $46.72 $439 $202
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increases to $4.15 per bushel, which is a sixty-two percent increase from 2006. The expected 
price increases even further in 2008 to $5.75 per bushel. In 2009 and 2010 the price decreases to 
approximately four dollars per bushel.  
Furthermore, Figure 5.1 below shows corn price at 50%, 30%, and 10% VAR. The VAR 
percentages are arbitrarily chosen to offer a distribution of risk. 50% VAR would indicate a 50% 
probability of the price being less than the price found. Further, a 10% VAR would be a 10% 
probability of the price being less than the price found.  
The shapes of the distributions are relatively similar at the three different VARs. The 
difference in the distributions comes in the disparity of the curves, particularly in the later part of 
the time period. The difference in the VAR prices remains relatively constant until 2007. As 
shown in Figure 5.1, the difference in prices is greater from 2007 to 2010 than in the previous 
years. While the increasing level in price can explain a larger price gap in VAR, the percentage 
difference between the prices is greater from 2007 to 2010 than previously. This can be 
explained by larger shifts in prices, especially in the time periods 2006-2007, 2007-2008, and 
2009-2010 as shown in Figure 5.1. Prices significantly changed relative to previous years. This 
result could indicate increasing risk and volatility of prices from 2007 to 2010 relative to past 
years.  
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Figure 5.1. Corn Price using VAR, 1989 - 2010 
 
 
5.1.3  Corn Expected Yield 
Further, the expected yield per acre of corn increases steadily from 1989 to 2010 as 
indicated in Table 5.1. In 1989 the expected yield is 125.2 bushels per acre and steadily increases 
to 188.8 bushels per acre in 2010. An overall increasing trend is anticipated as a trend line yield 
is used in the calculation of the expected yield. In addition, historical data shows an increasing 
trend in actual yields for McLean County. Actual yield data are available in the Appendix. It is 
also widely accepted that yields have an increasing trend historically.  
 Figure 5.2 below shows corn yields at three levels of VAR, 50%, 30%, and 10%. The 
yield for corn at the three VARs generally follow the same trend over the given time period. In 
contrast to corn prices from 2007 to 2010, corn yields do not diverge. This result can be 
explained by the use of trend lines to estimate yield as discussed in the methodology chapter. 
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The use of a trend line eliminates variability and risk for yield. It can be concluded that yield risk 
has remained relatively constant given the results below in Figure 5.2. 
 
Figure 5.2. Corn Yield using VAR, 1989 - 2010 
 
 
5.1.4  Corn Expected Crop Insurance and Government Payments 
 The next set of components to consider from Table 5.1 is expected corn crop insurance 
and government payments. Given the results from Table 5.1, expected corn crop insurance 
payments are relatively minimal up until 1999. Post-1999, expected insurance payments 
increasing relative to previous years. Before 1999 a majority of insured acres used APH at 
various levels for coverage. After 1999 insured acres are spread over several different crop 
insurance programs. Even with a larger selection of crop insurance programs after 1999, nearly 
50% of the insured acres would be covered by CRC.  Further, expected crop insurance payments 
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are increasing significantly from 2006 to 2009. In 2005, expected payments are $12.74 per acre 
and in 2006 payments increase to $31.05. Expected payments continue to increase in 2007, 2008, 
and eventually reaching $83.95 per acre in 2009.  
 Expected government payments are also shown in Table 5.1. Expected government 
payments range from $1 per acre to $9 per acre before 1996. After 1996, expected government 
payments are ranging from nearly $29 to $111 per acre. The increasing expected government 
payments can be attributed to the passing of farm bill legislation. The 1996 Farm Bill gave birth 
to PFC payments. Prior to 1996, the only government payments came from the commodity loan 
program. The addition of PFC payments and market loss payments significantly increase the 
expected government payments after 1996.  
 Expected corn crop insurance payments and government payments are displayed below 
in Figure 5.3. Expected insurance payments are relatively small compared to government 
payments before 2005. After 2005, expected crop insurance payments are increasing 
significantly while expected government payments decrease slightly.  From 2007 to 2010, 
expected crop insurance payments are larger than expected government payments. As shown in 
Figure 5.3, both programs had larger expected payments at the end of the time period being 
analyzed and larger fluctuations. The largest fluctuations come with expected government 
payments after 1996. In 2001, 2004, and 2008, expected government payments decreased 
significantly relative to years around them as shown in Figure 5.3. These three years also had 
expected prices increase significantly. This result makes intuitive sense, as the objective of 
government payments is to offer protection against downside price movement. While volatility is 
higher for government payments in later years, expected payments are paying larger amounts 
when expected prices decrease. In the later years for expected crop insurance payments, GRIP 
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and CRC participation rates also increase. Participation rates increased significantly for GRIP in 
2006, which also coincides with an increase in expected payments.  
 
 
Figure 5.3. Expected Corn Crop Insurance & Government Payments, 1989 - 2010 
 
 
5.1.5  Corn Non-Land Costs and Average Cash Rent 
As displayed in Table 5.1, non-land costs for corn start at $192 per acre in 1989 and 
increase through 2006 with a cost of $302 per acre. In 2007 the cost increases significantly to 
$341 per acre and continues to increase to $510 per acre in 2009. Further, average cash rent 
values, shown in Table 5.1, start at $109 per acre in 1989 and increase to $202 per acre in 2010. 
It is pertinent to note again that these are actual non-land costs and cash rents. 
Figure 5.4 below compares the trends of average cash rent and non-land costs. Average 
cash rent values are shown to steadily increasing in Figure 5.4 from 1989 to 2010. Also, average 
cash rent has very low variability over the time. In contrast, non-land costs increase significantly 
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after 2006 relative to previous years. Non-land cost and average cash rent are used mainly as a 
way to compare expected returns, hence the use of actual values. The use of actual values 
provides one less assumption in the analysis of risk on returns. 
 
Figure 5.4. Average Cash Rent and Corn Non-Land Costs, 1989 – 2010 
 
5.1.6  Corn Expected Revenues 
 Using the components outlined previously, expected revenue values are calculated. 
Expected price and expected yield are used to give expected crop revenue, labeled E(Revenue 
w/o Payments). Applying expected crop insurance government payments to E(Revenue w/o 
Payments) gives an estimated value for E(Revenue). In summary, E(Revenue w/o Payments) is 
expected revenue without additional payments and E(Revenue) is expected revenue with 
additional payments. Table 5.2 below shows expected revenue values with and without 
additional payments.  
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Table 5.2. Corn E(Revenue w/o Payments) and E(Revenue) 
 
 
 
Given the data in Table 5.2, the minimum E(Revenue w/o Payments) occurs in 1989 with 
$249 per acre. Similarly, the maximum E(Revenue w/o Payments) comes in 2008 with $982 per 
acre.  Using the data in Table 5.2, there is a 179% increase in E(Revenue w/o Payments) from 
1989 to 2010. Similar to the expected price distribution, E(Revenue w/o Payments) has 
significantly higher values when the expected prices increase.  
As displayed in Table 5.2, the minimum E(Revenue) occurs in 1989 with $260 per acre. 
Similarly, the maximum E(Revenue) is in 2008 with $1,087 per acre. Using the data in Table 5.2, 
Year
E(Revenue w/o 
Payments)
E(Revenue)
1989 $248.90 $260.30
1990 $302.40 $306.41
1991 $325.90 $330.06
1992 $335.19 $340.01
1993 $306.01 $313.19
1994 $340.83 $348.96
1995 $337.29 $345.41
1996 $402.03 $432.81
1997 $391.42 $449.51
1998 $397.30 $466.06
1999 $325.31 $425.62
2000 $343.15 $446.84
2001 $353.96 $445.96
2002 $329.87 $449.56
2003 $338.81 $417.64
2004 $452.10 $514.62
2005 $379.08 $469.32
2006 $405.09 $505.18
2007 $671.75 $754.44
2008 $982.06 $1,086.66
2009 $628.80 $793.07
2010 $693.26 $802.73
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there is a 208% increase in E(Revenue) from 1989 to 2010. Similar to E(Revenue w/o Payments), 
E(Revenue) is relatively higher when expected prices increase. Further analysis of the expected 
return distributions is discussed later in the chapter. 
In Figure 5.5 below, E(Revenue w/o Payments) and E(Revenue) are compared.  
E(Revenue) and E(Revenue w/o Payments) are relatively similar before 1996. This result is 
expected as insurance payments and government payments are minimal during this time period.  
After 1996, E(Revenue) and E(Revenue w/o Payments) diverge from one another, as shown in 
Figure 5.5. This disparity can be explained by the increasing expected revenue generated from 
government payments and insurance payments.  In Figure 5.5, the difference in E(Revenue) and 
E(Revenue w/o Payments) shrinks in 2004, 2007, 2008, and 2010. In these years expected price 
increase relative to the expected prices in previous years. When the price is relatively low, 
government payments are higher and support E(Revenue) while E(Revenue w/o Payments) 
decreases.  
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Figure 5.5. Corn E(Revenue w/o Payments) and E(Revenue), 1989 – 2010 
 
 
 To gain an understanding of how revenue with and without additional payments have 
changed over time, VAR is used for analysis. VAR at 50%, 30%, and 10% are used to analyze 
the risk structure of revenue over time. Shown below in Table 5.3 are revenue values with and 
without additional payments at the three levels of VAR.  
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Table 5.3. Corn Revenue w/o Payments and Revenue using VAR 
 
  
In Table 5.3 above, Revenue w/o Payments at 50% is thirty-eight percent greater than at 
10% in 1989. From 1989 to 2006, Revenue w/o Payments at 50% VAR is between twenty-nine to 
thirty-nine percent greater than 10% VAR. This percentage increases significantly from 2007 to 
2010. In 2007, the percentage difference of 50% and 10% VAR increases to fifty percent. 
Furthermore, this percentage increases to sixty-two, eighty-five, and fifty-nine percent in 2008, 
2009, and 2010. These differences in VAR measures indicate increasing risk and volatility.  
Year 50% VAR 30% VAR 10% VAR 50% VAR 30% VAR 10% VAR
1989 $242.68 $213.43 $176.41 $252.92 $230.13 $199.43
1990 $296.64 $264.50 $221.29 $298.38 $268.25 $232.59
1991 $320.81 $285.39 $237.63 $322.64 $289.89 $248.29
1992 $326.03 $287.89 $240.32 $328.78 $292.51 $252.03
1993 $301.00 $268.35 $226.49 $305.56 $279.40 $244.18
1994 $334.54 $299.39 $254.64 $339.46 $311.08 $274.71
1995 $331.53 $299.65 $257.78 $338.80 $311.65 $275.17
1996 $391.34 $347.76 $293.91 $419.57 $378.28 $333.77
1997 $380.65 $340.75 $284.58 $434.99 $399.68 $355.21
1998 $385.87 $339.69 $284.58 $448.76 $410.26 $369.64
1999 $318.13 $286.84 $243.29 $418.15 $394.23 $363.46
2000 $333.50 $293.36 $241.93 $433.55 $407.08 $375.53
2001 $345.90 $303.96 $254.66 $432.09 $407.56 $375.38
2002 $323.31 $290.41 $247.36 $445.93 $424.71 $393.91
2003 $333.18 $299.65 $258.63 $415.19 $393.75 $362.04
2004 $437.98 $389.70 $323.55 $490.71 $460.37 $429.68
2005 $371.47 $331.16 $278.35 $461.07 $438.59 $409.22
2006 $397.46 $346.16 $285.92 $486.53 $458.81 $431.45
2007 $643.78 $552.76 $430.60 $694.72 $628.78 $607.63
2008 $933.60 $763.71 $575.73 $969.92 $863.23 $847.57
2009 $574.38 $448.88 $309.81 $715.40 $641.55 $613.01
2010 $658.25 $547.85 $413.23 $727.11 $663.10 $646.20
Revenue w/o Payments Revenue
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While Table 5.3 shows increasing risk for Revenue w/o Payments, Revenue shows 
differing results. In 1989, 50% VAR is twenty-seven percent greater than 10% VAR for 
Revenue. From 1989 to 1998, 50% VAR is twenty-one percent to thirty percent greater than 10% 
VAR. This percentage difference decreases after 1998 to 15% in 1999. The results in Table 5.3 
show that the percentage increase from 10% VAR to 50% VAR is thirteen percent to seventeen 
percent in the time period of 1999 to 2010. This result indicates that Revenue has decreasing risk 
through time.  
Figure 5.6 below shows the trend of Revenue w/o Payments for corn at three levels of 
VAR. As mentioned previously the distribution of Revenue w/o Payments is similar to the 
expected price distribution with a run up in Revenue w/o Payments coming in 2007. In 
comparing the Revenue w/o Payments and expected corn prices, expected corn prices largely 
impact movements in Revenue w/o Payments. This result is also shown in the divergence of 
Revenue w/o Payments at the three levels of VAR. Prior to 2006, the difference in Revenue w/o 
Payments at the three VARs is fairly constant. After 2006, the difference in Revenue w/o 
Payments grew larger as shown in Figure 5.6. This difference is attributed to expected yield 
remaining constant at three levels of VAR, and the expected price diverging after 2007.  
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Figure 5.6.  Corn Revenue w/o Payments using VAR, 1989 – 2010 
 
 
  
 The distribution of Revenue below in Figure 5.7 is similar to the distribution of Revenue 
w/o Payments in trend.  The lowest value of Revenue at all VARs comes in 1989 and generally 
increases through the distribution. The distribution of Revenue also has increasing values during 
periods of higher prices. Further, analysis of Figure 5.7 shows no large changes in the expected 
price at 10% VAR and 50%. The difference in 10% and 50% VAR remained fairly constant from 
1989 to 2010. In contrast, the difference in 10% and 30% VAR decreased slightly at a constant 
rate from 1989 to 2010, as shown in Figure 5.7. Also the difference in 30% and 50% VAR 
increases slightly over the same time period.  
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Figure 5.7. Corn Revenue using VAR, 1989 – 2010
 
  
 To gain further indication of the risk structure associated with expected government 
payments and insurance payments, the difference of Revenue and Revenue w/o Payments is 
shown below in Figure 5.8 at three different levels of VAR. In Figure 5.8, the difference of 
Revenue and Revenue w/o Payments is relatively low from 1989 to 1995 at all VARs. From 1996 
to 2010 in Figure 5.8, the difference at all VAR increases. This result further supports the claim 
of government revenue offering risk management. Figure 5.8 shows slight differences in the 
VARs from 1996 to 2006, but significantly larger differences occur from 2007 to 2010. This 
increasing volatility in disparity of Revenue and Revenue w/o Payments is also in accordance 
with the increasing volatility and risk of expected price.  
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Figure 5.8. Corn Revenue w/o Payments and Revenue Difference using VAR, 1989 – 2010 
 
 
5.1.7  Corn Expected Returns 
 To further analyze the impact of expected crop insurance payments and government 
payments, cost structure is included to give the respective returns. Corn E(Return w/o Payments) 
is E(Revenue w/o Payments) minus the respective non-land costs and average cast rent. This 
result gives the expected return without expected crop insurance and government payments. 
Further, E(Return) gives the expected return with crop insurance and government payments. 
Values of E(Return) and E(Return w/o Payments) are shown below in Table 5.4. Analyses of 
each respective return are performed further in the sub-section. 
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Table 5.4. Corn E(Return w/o Payments) and E(Return) 
 
 
 
To start, E(Return w/o Payments) is discussed. Displayed in Table 5.4, E(Return w/o 
Payments) is negative $52 per acre in 1989. In 1990 E(Return w/o Payments) increases slightly 
to a negative $10 per acre. From 1990 to 1998 Table 5.4 shows E(Return w/o Payments) near or 
around the breakeven mark. This fact changes from 1999 to 2003 with E(Return w/o Payments) 
dropping to negative $41 per acre in 1999 and staying near that level through 2003. This 
movement is largely attributed to the dip in expected corn prices in the same time period. A jump 
in expected corn prices in 2004 led to a positive E(Return w/o Payments) of $65 per acre. This 
Year
E(Return w/o 
Payments)
E(Return)
1989 -$51.96 -$40.56
1990 -$9.57 -$5.55
1991 $17.44 $21.60
1992 $23.33 $28.14
1993 -$19.45 -$12.28
1994 $13.26 $21.40
1995 -$13.27 -$5.16
1996 $38.46 $69.25
1997 $9.85 $67.95
1998 $19.73 $88.49
1999 -$41.25 $59.05
2000 -$40.42 $63.27
2001 -$30.60 $61.40
2002 -$51.70 $67.99
2003 -$31.46 $47.37
2004 $64.66 $127.19
2005 -$40.59 $49.65
2006 -$39.65 $60.44
2007 $172.26 $254.95
2008 $372.91 $477.51
2009 -$69.98 $94.29
2010 $52.48 $161.96
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movement is followed by corn prices decreasing in 2005 and 2006 leading to negative E(Return 
w/o Payments). As mentioned previously, corn prices increase significantly from 2007 to 2010 
leading to a large E(Return w/o Payments), also shown in Table 5.4. The E(Return w/o 
Payments) in 2007 and 2008 are significantly higher than in the previous years at $172 and $373 
per acre respectively. While E(Revenue w/o Payments) is relatively high in 2009 and 2010, 
E(Return w/o Payments) suffers due to the run up in corn costs. Specifically non-land corn costs 
begin increasing significantly in 2008.  
Further displayed in Table 5.4, E(Return) is negative $41 per acre in 1989. Similarly, in 
1990 E(Return) increases slightly to a negative $6 per acre. From 1990 to 1995 Table 5.4 shows 
E(Return) near or around the breakeven mark. This result changes from 1996 to 2006 with 
E(Return) increasing significantly to $70 per acre in 1996. The returns remain at this level 
through 2006. E(Return) again increases significantly to $255 per acre in 2007 and to $478 per 
acre in 2008. This significant increase in returns coincides with the increases in expected corn 
prices during the same time period. In 2009, E(Return) decreases slightly to $94 per acre as 
shown in Table 5.4, but increases in 2010 to $162 per acre. 
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Figure 5.9. Corn E(Return w/o Payments) and E(Return), 1989 – 2010 
 
 
In Figure 5.9 above, E(Return w/o Payments) and E(Return) are compared.  E(Return) 
and E(Return w/o Payments) are relatively similar before 1996. This result is expected as 
insurance payments and government payments are minimal during this time period as discussed 
previously. After 1996, E(Return) and E(Return w/o Payments) diverge from one another, as 
shown in Figure 5.9. This disparity can be explained by the increasing expected revenue 
generated from government payments and insurance payments.  In Figure 5.9, the differences in 
E(Return) and E(Return w/o Payments) shrink in 2004, 2007, 2008, and 2010. In these years 
expected price increases relative to the expected price in previous years. When the price is 
relatively low, government payments are higher and support E(Return) while E(Return w/o 
Payments) decreases. Government payments are hence less in years with increasing prices, 
causing the convergence of E(Return) and E(Return w/o Payments).  
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In Table 5.5 below, Return w/o Payments at 50% VAR is $66 greater than at 10% VAR 
in 1989. From 1989 to 2006, Return w/o Payments at 50% VAR is between $66 to $114 greater 
than 10% VAR. This value increases significantly from 2007 to 2010. In 2007, the difference of 
50% and 10% VAR increases to $213. Furthermore, this value increases to $358, $265, and $245 
in 2008, 2009, and 2010 respectively. This difference in VAR measures indicates increasing risk 
and volatility from 2007 to 2010. This increasing risk and volatility coincides with the increasing 
risk and volatility of expected prices, as discussed previously.  
While Table 5.5 shows increasing risk for Return w/o Payments, Return shows differing 
results. In 1989, Return at 50% VAR is $53 than greater than at 10% VAR in 1989. From 1989 
to 2007, Return at 50% VAR is between $82 to $87 greater than 10% VAR. This value increases 
slightly in 2008 and 2009. In 2008, the difference of 50% and 10% VAR increases to $122. The 
difference is slightly lower in 2009 and 2010 than in 2008 at $102 and $81 per acre respectively. 
A slight increase occurs in 2008 and 2009 in VARs, but this increase is significantly less than the 
increase in Return w/o Payments. The difference in Return w/o Payments and Return in later 
years can be attributed to the use of crop insurance and government programs. These expected 
government programs offered risk support from 2007 to 2010. This risk analysis is further 
explained and supported later in this sub-section. 
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Table 5.5. Corn Return w/o Payments and Return using VAR 
 
 
Figure 5.10 below shows the distribution of E(Return w/o Payments) at three VARs. 
Similar to E(Revenue w/o Payments), E(Return w/o Payments) VARs diverge and grow further 
apart after 2007, shown in Figure 5.10. The distributions displayed in Figure 5.10 have the same 
increasing trend during periods of increasing prices, as previously mentioned. The E(Return w/o 
Payments) at 10%  VAR also never goes above breakeven. In comparison, E(Return w/o 
Payments) at 30% VAR has positive values in three years. This result can also be interpreted as 
in three years there is a 30% probability that E(Return w/o Payments) is be greater than zero. 
Year 50% VAR 30% VAR 10% VAR 50% VAR 30% VAR 10% VAR
1989 -$58.18 -$87.43 -$124.45 -$47.95 -$70.73 -$101.44
1990 -$15.32 -$47.47 -$90.68 -$13.58 -$43.72 -$79.38
1991 $12.35 -$23.08 -$70.84 $14.17 -$18.57 -$60.17
1992 $14.17 -$23.97 -$71.54 $16.91 -$19.36 -$59.83
1993 -$24.47 -$57.11 -$98.98 -$19.91 -$46.06 -$81.28
1994 $6.98 -$28.17 -$72.93 $11.90 -$16.48 -$52.85
1995 -$19.03 -$50.92 -$92.79 -$11.76 -$38.91 -$75.39
1996 $27.77 -$15.81 -$69.66 $56.01 $14.72 -$29.80
1997 -$0.92 -$40.81 -$96.98 $53.43 $18.12 -$26.35
1998 $8.31 -$37.87 -$92.98 $71.20 $32.70 -$7.93
1999 -$48.43 -$79.73 -$123.27 $51.58 $27.67 -$3.10
2000 -$50.06 -$90.20 -$141.63 $49.99 $23.52 -$8.04
2001 -$38.67 -$80.60 -$129.91 $47.53 $22.99 -$9.19
2002 -$58.26 -$91.16 -$134.21 $64.36 $43.15 $12.35
2003 -$37.09 -$70.62 -$111.64 $44.91 $23.48 -$8.23
2004 $50.55 $2.26 -$63.89 $103.27 $72.93 $42.25
2005 -$48.21 -$88.51 -$141.32 $41.40 $18.92 -$10.45
2006 -$47.29 -$98.58 -$158.82 $41.79 $14.07 -$13.30
2007 $144.29 $53.27 -$68.89 $195.23 $129.29 $108.14
2008 $324.45 $154.56 -$33.41 $360.77 $254.08 $238.42
2009 -$124.40 -$249.91 -$388.97 $16.62 -$57.24 -$85.77
2010 $17.47 -$92.93 -$227.54 $86.33 $22.32 $5.42
ReturnReturn w/o Payments
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Figure 5.10. Corn Return w/o Payments using VAR 
  
 
 
 In Figure 5.11 below, E(Return) at 50% VAR is only negative four years. The years that 
E(Return) is negative at 50% VAR are 1989, 1990, 1993, and 1995. All of these years are before 
the 1996 Farm Bill, which gave birth to the government programs mentioned previously. After 
1996, E(Return) at 50% VAR never drops below the breakeven as shown in Figure 5.10. Also in 
Figure 5.10, E(Return) at 10% VAR and 30% VAR converge together after 2007. E(Return) at 
30% VAR and 50% VAR diverge slightly after 2007, relative to previous years. Figure 5.11 
below shows the remaining distribution for corn E(Return) at 50%, 30%, and 10% VAR. 
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Figure 5.11. Corn Return using VAR, 1989 – 2010  
 
 
 Further analysis of E(Return) and E(Return w/o Payments) are shown below in Figure 
5.12. Figure 5.12 displays the probability that E(Return) and E(Return w/o Payments) are less 
than zero. In comparing the expected probability of the returns being less than zero, Figure 5.12 
shows E(Return) and E(Return w/o Payments) having similar probabilities from 1989 to 1995. 
After 1996, the difference in probabilities of E(Return) and E(Return w/o Payments) starts to 
separate. This result can once again be attributed to the increasing expected payments from 
government payments. As shown in Figure 5.12, the difference in probabilities after 1996 is 
relatively smaller in years with increasing prices. Also, the probability of the returns being less 
than zero decreases in years with increasing prices. In particular, Figure 5.12 displays E(Return) 
going to 0% probability in 2004, 2007, and 2008. In these years the expected corn price is high 
relative to previous years. 
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 Furthermore, in periods with expected prices being decreased, the difference in the 
probabilities being less than zero grows. As shown in Figure 5.12, from 1999 to 2003 and 2005 
to 2006, the relative difference in probabilities of E(Return) and E(Return w/o Payments) is 
greater than in previous time periods. This would indicate that after 1996, government payments 
offer price and revenue support in time periods of decreasing prices.  
 
Figure 5.12. Corn Probability of E(Return w/o Payments) and E(Return) Less Than Zero, 
1989 – 2010 
 
 
 With analysis of differences E(Return) and E(Return w/o Payments) done above, it is 
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increase. This result would indicate increasing amount of risk from 2007 to 2010. This increasing 
risk can be attributed to increasing price volatility and risk. Figure 5.13 shows this increasing 
risk between Return and Return w/o Payments. This outcome means that risk is increasing 
further after 2007 without the use of government programs. This result intuitively is supported 
by the fact that expected price volatility is increasing after 2007. With increasing price volatility, 
support in the form of government programs is an effect risk management strategy.  
 
Figure 5.13. Corn Return w/o Payments and Return Difference using VAR, 1989 – 2010 
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5.1.8  Corn Discussion 
 The results and analysis above show expected government payments and insurance 
program payments offer revenue protection and risk protection in certain time periods. Expected 
government payments and crop insurance payments add additional revenue and return protection 
after 1996. Prior to 1996, returns and revenues are very similar, as the 1996 Farm Bill added 
programs that significantly increase the expected government payments.  
 In addition, the revenue and return support from expected government payments, 
government payments also offer risk protection in later years. After 2007, risk is shown to 
increase for expected price, expected returns, and expected revenues. This increasing risk is 
shown to be mitigated with the use of government payments and crop insurance. In summary, 
crop insurance and government payments are shown to offer revenue and return protection after 
1996. Further, these programs are shown to mitigate risk with the risk starting to increase in 
2007. 
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5.2  Soybeans 
 
 This section gives analysis of the expected soybean returns with and without crop 
insurance and government payments. This section is divided into eight sub-sections. The first 
subsection provides an overview of the components needed for soybean expected returns. The 
second subsection discusses the expected soybean price, and the third subsection discusses the 
expected soybean yield. The fourth subsection displays expected payments from crop insurance 
and government payments. The fifth subsection shows the actual non-land costs and the average 
cash rent. The sixth subsection provides the results of expected soybean revenue with and 
without crop insurance and government payments. The seventh subsection discusses the results 
of soybean returns with and without crop insurance and government payments. Finally, the 
eighth subsection discusses the soybean results.  
 
5.2.1  Component of Soybean Expected Returns 
 
In calculating soybean expected returns, certain components are used. The components 
used are summarized in Table 5.4 and discussed in further detail in the remainder of the chapter. 
The first and second components are expected price and expected yield. The third set of 
components is expected crop insurance payments and expected government payments. The 
fourth set of components is actual non-land costs and average cash rent. Average cash rent for 
soybeans in McLean County is the same as average cash rent for corn. 
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Table 5.6. Components of Soybean Expected Returns 
 
 
5.2.2  Soybean Expected Price 
The results for expected price are shown above in Table 5.6. The expected price in Table 
5.6 is found by taking the average of all iterations of the variable      . The expected price for 
soybeans is shown in Table 5.6 to have a decreasing trend from 1989 to 2002.  In 1989 the 
expected price is $7.30 per bushel and in 2002 the expected price decreases to $4.65 per bushel, 
as displayed in Table 5.6.  In 2003, the expected price starts on an increasing trend at $5.33 per 
bushel and reaches $14.54 per bushel in 2008. Table 5.6 also shows the expected price relatively 
decreasing in 2009 and 2010 to $7.88 and $9.40 per bushel respectively.  
Year
Expected
Price
(per bushel)
Expected
Yield
(bushels per acre)
Expected
Insurance Payments
(per acre)
Expected
Government Payments
(per acre)
Non-Land
Cost
(per acre)
Average
Cash Rent
(per acre)
1989 $7.30 42.1 $0.61 $1.04 $127 $109
1990 $6.07 43.1 $0.56 $1.15 $131 $114
1991 $6.27 43.7 $0.60 $3.96 $129 $115
1992 $6.25 43.0 $0.61 $5.90 $128 $118
1993 $6.04 43.9 $0.57 $4.20 $142 $117
1994 $6.48 44.7 $0.46 $2.32 $142 $115
1995 $5.89 45.5 $0.18 $5.98 $158 $115
1996 $7.31 45.9 $0.22 $0.78 $164 $121
1997 $7.08 46.7 $0.33 $3.32 $180 $124
1998 $6.47 47.6 $0.45 $9.72 $173 $126
1999 $4.91 47.9 $2.22 $47.17 $169 $126
2000 $5.24 47.8 $3.53 $39.92 $184 $134
2001 $4.71 48.5 $3.08 $54.00 $176 $134
2002 $4.65 48.9 $1.95 $61.97 $172 $137
2003 $5.33 50.4 $1.78 $40.14 $161 $129
2004 $7.59 48.7 $10.16 $20.56 $171 $127
2005 $6.18 50.3 $8.96 $31.49 $187 $133
2006 $6.13 51.2 $13.06 $34.88 $190 $143
2007 $8.06 51.9 $10.96 $16.46 $207 $158
2008 $14.54 53.0 $45.95 $15.23 $253 $181
2009 $7.88 53.1 $33.50 $31.09 $293 $189
2010 $9.40 53.5 $20.73 $43.54 $275 $202
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Furthermore, Figure 5.14 below shows expected price at 50%, 30%, and 10% VARs. The 
shapes of the distributions are fairly similar at the three different VARs. Once again, the 
difference in the distributions comes in the disparity of the curves, particularly later in the time 
period. The difference in the expected prices remains relatively close up until 2004. As shown in 
Figure 5.14, the difference in expected prices is greater from 2004 to 2010 than in the previous 
years. While the increasing level in price can explain a larger price gap in VAR, the percentage 
difference between the expected prices is greater from 2004 to 2010 than previously. This result 
can be explained by larger shifts in prices, especially in the time periods 2006-2007, 2007-2008, 
and 2009-2010 shown in Figure 5.14. This shift indicates increasing price risk from 2004 to 2010 
relative to past years.  
 
Figure 5.14. Soybean Price using VAR, 1989 - 2010 
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5.2.3  Soybean Expected Yield 
Further, the expected yield per acre of soybeans has a positive trend from 1989 to 2010, 
as shown in Figure 5.15.  In 1989 the expected yield is 42.1 bushels per acre and steadily 
increases to 53.5 bushels per acre in 2010. An overall increasing trend is anticipated as a trend 
line yield is used in the calculation of the expected yield.  Historically, an increasing trend has 
been found in actual yields. Actual yield data are available in the Appendix.  
 Figure 5.15 below shows expected soybean yields at three levels of VAR, 50%, 30%, and 
10%. The expected yield for soybeans at the three VARs generally follows the same trend over 
the given time period. This outcome can be explained by the use of trend lines to estimate 
expected yield as mentioned in the previous paragraph. The use of a trend line can eliminate 
variability and risk for expected yield. It can be concluded that yield risk has remained constant 
as shown below in Figure 5.15. 
 
Figure 5.15. Soybean Yield using VAR, 1989 - 2010 
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5.2.4  Soybean Expected Crop Insurance and Government Payments 
The next set of components to consider from Table 5.6 is expected soybean crop 
insurance and government payments. Given the results from Table 5.6, expected soybean crop 
insurance is relatively minimal up until 2003. Post-2003, expected insurance increases relative to 
previous years. Before 1999 a majority of insured acres used APH at various levels for coverage. 
After 1999 insured acres are spread over several different crop insurance programs. 
 Expected government payments are also shown in Table 5.6. Expected government 
payments range from $1 per acre to $10 per acre before 1999. After 1999, expected government 
payments are ranging from nearly $15 to $61 per acre. For soybeans, ad hoc legislation gave 
birth to market loss payments. Market loss payments did not start until 1999. Prior to 1999, the 
only government payments came from the commodity loan program.   
 Expected corn crop insurance payments and government payments are displayed below 
in Figure 5.16. From 1989 to 1997 both expected insurance payments and expected government 
payments are relatively small. Expected government payments are increasing significantly 
starting in 1998, while expected insurance payments remain relatively small. As shown in Figure 
5.16, expected government payments are significantly larger than expected insurance payments 
from 1998 to 2003. From 2004 to 2010, expected insurance payments increase and represent a 
larger portion of additional payments.  In 2008 and 2009, expected insurance payments are larger 
than expected government payments.  In 2004, 2007, and 2008, expected government payments 
decrease significantly, as shown in Figure 5.16. These three years also had expected soybean 
prices increase significantly. The objective of government payments is to offer protection against 
downside price movement, which supports the results of expected government payments. While 
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volatility is higher for government payments after 1999, expected payments are paying larger 
amounts when expected prices decrease.  
 
Figure 5.16. Expected Soybean Crop Insurance & Government Payments, 1989 - 2010 
 
 
5.2.5  Soybean Non-Land Costs and Average Cash Rent 
As displayed in Table 5.6, non-land costs for soybeans start at $127 per acre in 1989 and 
increases through 2007 with a cost of $207 per acre. In 2008 the cost increases significantly to 
$253 per acre and continues to increase to $293 per acre in 2009. In addition, average cash rent 
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2010.  
Figure 5.17 below compares the trends of average cash rent and non-land costs. Once 
again, average cash rent and non-land costs are actual costs. As discussed in the previous 
paragraph and shown in Figure 5.17, cost values are increasing from 1989 to 2010. Starting in 
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2004, costs start to increase at a faster rate or trend than in previous years. This trend can 
possibly be attributed to increases in expected soybean price and volatility. 
 
Figure 5.17. Average Cash Rent and Soybean Non-Land Costs, 1989 – 2010 
 
 
5.2.6  Soybean Expected Revenues 
 Using the components outlined previously, estimations are simulated for expected 
soybean revenue. Expected price and expected yield are used to give expected crop revenue, 
labeled E(Revenue w/o Payments). Applying expected crop insurance government payments to 
E(Revenue w/o Payments) gives an estimated value for E(Revenue). In summary, E(Revenue w/o 
Payments) is expected revenue without additional payments and E(Revenue) is expected revenue 
with additional payments. Table 5.7 below shows expected revenue values with and without 
additional payments at three VAR levels.  
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Table 5.7. Soybean E(Revenue w/o Payments) and E(Revenue) 
 
 
 
 
Given the data in Table 5.7, the minimum E(Revenue w/o Payments) comes in 2002 with 
$216 per acre. Similarly, the maximum E(Revenue w/o Payments) comes in 2008 with $745 per 
acre.  Using the data in Table 5.7, there is a 62% increase in E(Revenue w/o Payments) from 
1989 to 2010. Similar to the expected price distribution, E(Revenue w/o Payments) has 
significantly higher values when the expected prices increase.  
Year
E(Revenue w/o 
Payments)
E(Revenue)
1989 $298.19 $299.84
1990 $253.63 $255.34
1991 $266.32 $270.88
1992 $262.36 $268.87
1993 $258.25 $263.01
1994 $281.63 $284.41
1995 $258.99 $265.15
1996 $326.46 $327.46
1997 $321.87 $325.52
1998 $298.97 $309.14
1999 $225.75 $275.14
2000 $238.92 $282.37
2001 $217.12 $274.20
2002 $215.99 $279.91
2003 $259.08 $301.00
2004 $356.95 $387.68
2005 $299.60 $340.05
2006 $300.70 $348.63
2007 $404.07 $431.50
2008 $744.88 $806.05
2009 $395.66 $460.24
2010 $484.21 $548.49
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As displayed in Table 5.7, the minimum E(Revenue) comes in 1990 with $255 per acre. 
Similarly, the maximum E(Revenue) comes in 2008 with $806 per acre. Using the data in Table 
5.2, there is an 83% increase in E(Revenue) from 1989 to 2010. Similar to E(Revenue w/o 
Payments), E(Revenue) is relatively higher when expected prices increase. Further analysis of the 
expected return distributions is discussed later in the chapter. 
In Figure 5.18 below, E(Revenue w/o Payments) and E(Revenue) are compared.  
E(Revenue) and E(Revenue w/o Payments) are relatively similar before 1997. This result is 
expected as insurance payments and government payments are minimal during this time period 
as discussed previously. After 1997, E(Revenue) and E(Revenue w/o Payments) diverge from one 
another, as shown in Figure 5.18. This disparity can be explained by increasing expected revenue 
generated from government payments and insurance payments.  In Figure 5.18, the difference in 
E(Revenue) and E(Revenue w/o Payments) shrinks in 2004, 2007, 2008, and 2010. In these years 
expected price increases relative to the expected prices in previous years. When the price is 
relatively low, government payments are higher and support E(Revenue) while E(Revenue w/o 
Payments) decreases. Government payments are hence less in years with increasing prices, 
causing the convergence of E(Revenue) and E(Revenue w/o Payments).  
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Figure 5.18. Soybean E(Revenue w/o Payments) and E(Revenue), 1989 – 2010 
 
 
 To gain an understanding of how revenue with and without additional payments has 
changed over time, VARs are used for analysis. VAR at 50%, 30%, and 10% are used to analyze 
the risk structure of revenue over time. Shown below in Table 5.8 are revenue values with and 
without additional payments at the three levels of VAR.  
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Table 5.8. Soybean Revenue w/o Payments and Revenue using VAR 
 
 
In Table 5.8 above, Revenue w/o Payments at 50% is thirty-four percent greater than at 
10% in 1989. From 1989 to 2003, Revenue w/o Payments at 50% VAR is between twenty-two to 
thirty-eight percent greater than 10% VAR. This percentage increases from 2004 to 2010. In 
2004, the percentage difference of 50% and 10% VAR increases to forty-two percent. 
Furthermore, this percentage increases to sixty-nine, sixty-eight, and forty-one percent in 2008, 
2009, and 2010. This difference in VARs indicates increasing risk and volatility.  
Year 50% VAR 30% VAR 10% VAR 50% VAR 30% VAR 10% VAR
1989 $290.23 $257.78 $216.88 $290.83 $258.62 $220.95
1990 $251.03 $231.47 $205.20 $251.45 $232.99 $211.28
1991 $263.93 $241.60 $211.55 $265.85 $248.39 $224.31
1992 $256.97 $232.98 $202.31 $260.85 $242.63 $219.46
1993 $255.73 $236.15 $209.84 $259.87 $243.87 $221.47
1994 $278.16 $256.02 $226.69 $278.78 $259.20 $235.49
1995 $255.34 $235.81 $209.43 $261.07 $244.98 $223.44
1996 $321.39 $294.34 $259.69 $321.56 $294.59 $263.90
1997 $315.78 $287.43 $249.15 $316.00 $290.83 $262.45
1998 $292.17 $262.54 $225.57 $298.06 $277.57 $253.97
1999 $219.92 $196.66 $166.03 $274.20 $259.90 $237.13
2000 $232.37 $203.78 $168.90 $278.14 $263.09 $241.02
2001 $212.11 $186.84 $157.43 $274.27 $259.48 $238.13
2002 $212.03 $191.17 $163.71 $280.57 $267.71 $246.19
2003 $254.39 $228.74 $195.53 $297.71 $283.32 $261.61
2004 $341.43 $297.54 $241.20 $362.13 $329.52 $303.54
2005 $289.47 $255.22 $210.23 $325.57 $305.51 $283.05
2006 $292.07 $252.05 $202.33 $333.70 $312.67 $288.96
2007 $395.25 $351.75 $297.30 $412.80 $374.70 $350.25
2008 $690.29 $554.46 $408.16 $708.23 $613.05 $585.88
2009 $366.36 $295.45 $217.69 $418.20 $376.24 $348.80
2010 $469.05 $409.40 $333.70 $516.09 $467.29 $449.13
Revenue w/o Payments Revenue
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While Table 5.8 shows increasing risk for Revenue w/o Payments, Revenue shows 
differing results. In 1989, 50% VAR is thirty-two percent greater than 10% VAR for Revenue. 
From 1989 to 1997, 50% VAR is seventeen percent to thirty-two percent greater than 10% VAR. 
This percentage difference decreases after 1997 to seventeen percent in 1998. The results in 
Table 5.8 show that the percentage increase from 10% VAR to 50% VAR is fourteen percent to 
twenty-one percent in the time period of 1998 to 2010. This result would indicate that Revenue 
has decreasing risk through time. In relation to Revenue w/o Payments, Revenue has decreased or 
constant risk over the given time period. 
Figure 5.19 below shows the trend of Revenue w/o Payments for soybeans at three levels 
of VAR. As mentioned previously the distribution of Revenue w/o Payments is similar to the 
expected price distribution with a run up in Revenue w/o Payments coming in 2007. In 
comparing the Revenue w/o Payments and expected soybean prices, expected soybean prices 
largely impact movements in Revenue w/o Payments. This result is also shown in the divergence 
of Revenue w/o Payments at the three levels of VAR. Prior to 2006, the difference in Revenue 
w/o Payments at the three VAR is fairly constant. After 2004, the difference in Revenue w/o 
Payments VARs grew larger as shown in Figure 5.19. This difference can largely be attributed to 
increasing expected price risk and volatility during the time period, as expected yield remains 
constant at the three VARs.  
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Figure 5.19.  Soybean Revenue w/o Payments using VAR, 1989 – 2010 
 
 
The distribution of Revenue below in Figure 5.20 is similar to the distribution of Revenue 
w/o Payments in trend.  The difference in Revenue at 10% and 50% VAR has relatively no 
change from 1989 to 2010, as shown in Figure 5.20. There is also no change in 50% and 30% 
VAR during the time period. There is however a trend in the difference of 30% and 10% VAR. 
The difference in 30% and 10% VAR is greatest in 1989 and is smallest in 2010. This difference 
would indicate that risk has been reduced slightly over the given time period. This result could 
be associated with the addition of government program payments and crop insurance payments.  
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Figure 5.20. Soybean Revenue using VAR, 1989 – 2010 
 
 
To gain an indication of the risk structure associated with expected government payments 
and insurance payments, the difference between Revenue and Revenue w/o Payments is shown 
below in Figure 5.21 at three different levels of VAR. In Figure 5.21, the difference of Revenue 
and Revenue w/o Payments is relatively low from 1989 to 1998 at all VARs. From 1999 to 2010 
in Figure 5.21, the difference at all VARs increases. This result further supports the claim of 
government revenue offering price support. Figure 5.21 also shows slight differences in the 
VARs from 1999 to 2007, but significantly larger differences occur from 2008 to 2010. This 
increasing volatility in disparity of Revenue and Revenue w/o Payments is also in line with the 
increasing risk of expected soybean price. With increasing expected risk of soybean prices, 
increasing risk is expected in revenue. With Revenue w/o Payments this risk is absorbed, while 
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with Revenue this risk is partially deferred with the use of government programs as shown below 
in Figure 5.21. 
Figure 5.21. Soybean Revenue w/o Payments and Revenue Difference using VAR,            
1989 – 2010 
 
 
5.2.7  Soybean Expected Returns 
To further analyze the impact of expected crop insurance payments and government 
payments, cost structure is included to give the respective returns. Soybean E(Return w/o 
Payments) is soybean E(Revenue w/o Payments) minus the respective non-land costs and average 
cast rent. This gives the expected return without expected crop insurance and government 
payments. Further, E(Return) gives the expected return with crop insurance and government 
payments. Values of E(Return) and E(Return w/o Payments) are shown below in Table 5.9 at 
three VARs.  
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Table 5.9. Soybean E(Return w/o Payments) and E(Return)  
 
 
To start, E(Return w/o Payments) values are discussed. Displayed in Table 5.9, E(Return 
w/o Payments) is $62 per acre in 1989. In 1990 E(Return w/o Payments) decreases slightly to a 
$9 per acre. From 1990 to 1998 Table 5.9 shows E(Return w/o Payments) is near or slightly 
above the breakeven mark. This changes in the period of 1999 to 2003 with E(Return w/o 
Payments) dropping to negative $69 per acre in 1999 and staying near that level through 2003. 
This movement is largely attributed to the dip in expected soybean prices in the same time 
Year
E(Return w/o 
Payments)
E(Return)
1989 $62.32 $63.98
1990 $8.67 $10.37
1991 $21.86 $26.42
1992 $16.50 $23.01
1993 -$1.22 $3.54
1994 $25.06 $27.84
1995 -$13.58 -$7.41
1996 $41.90 $42.90
1997 $18.30 $21.96
1998 $0.41 $10.57
1999 -$68.82 -$19.42
2000 -$78.65 -$35.20
2001 -$92.44 -$35.37
2002 -$92.57 -$28.66
2003 -$31.19 $10.73
2004 $58.52 $89.24
2005 -$20.08 $20.38
2006 -$32.04 $15.89
2007 $38.58 $66.00
2008 $310.73 $371.91
2009 -$86.32 -$21.73
2010 $7.44 $71.71
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period. A jump in expected soybean prices in 2004 led to a positive E(Return w/o Payments) of 
$59 per acre. This movement is followed by soybean prices decreasing in 2005 and 2006 leading 
to negative E(Return w/o Payments). As mentioned previously, soybean prices increasing 
significantly from 2007 to 2008 leading to a large E(Return w/o Payments), also shown in Table 
5.9. The E(Return w/o Payments) in 2007 and 2008 are significantly higher than in the previous 
years at $39 and $311 per acre respectively. While E(Revenue w/o Payments) is relatively high in 
2009 and 2010, E(Return w/o Payments) suffers due to the run up in soybean costs. Specifically 
non-land soybean costs begin increasing significantly in 2008.  
Further displayed in Table 5.9, E(Return) is $64 per acre in 1989. Similarly, in 1990 
E(Return) decreases slightly to a $10 per acre. From 1990 to 1998 Table 5.9 shows E(Return) is 
near or around the breakeven mark. This result changes in the period of 1999 to 2002 with 
E(Return) decreasing to negative $19 per acre in 1999. The returns remain at this level through 
2002. E(Return) again increasing significantly to $11 per acre in 2003 and to $89 per acre in 
2004. This increasing trend led to $372 per acre in 2008.  This significant increase in returns 
coincides with the increases in expected soybean prices during the same time period. In 2009, 
E(Return) decreases significantly to negative $22 per acre as shown in Table 5.9, but increases in 
2010 to $72 per acre. 
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Figure 5.22. Soybean E(Return w/o Payments) and E(Return), 1989 – 2010  
 
 
Using the results and discussions of soybean E(Return) and E(Return w/o Payments), a 
comparison of the returns is made. Figure 5.22 shows E(Return) and E(Return w/o Payments). 
This figure shows E(Return) and E(Return w/o Payments) being similar from 1989 to 1998. This 
result is also supported by the fact that expected crop insurance and government payments are 
minimal during these years. After 1999, the difference in E(Return) and E(Return w/o Payments) 
grows significantly as shown in Figure 5.22. Once again, expected crop insurance and 
government payments are increasing in these years. The increase in 1999 can be attributed to the 
addition of market loss payments. In comparing the difference in E(Return) and E(Return w/o 
Payments) in Figure 5.22 after 1999, the largest differences occur in years with expected prices 
decreases or lower than relative years. For example, in 2004 and 2008, expected soybean price 
are increasing relative to previous years. Figure 5.22 shows the difference in E(Return) and 
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E(Return w/o Payments) to shrink relative to the years around it in these years. This difference 
would indicate that expected government payments and crop insurance payments have higher 
returns in years with decreasing prices. These results line up with the objective of additional 
payment programs, in which the programs are meant to offer support and protection in less 
profitable years.  
 
Table 5.10. Soybean Return w/o Payments and Return using VAR 
 
 
Year 50% VAR 30% VAR 10% VAR 50% VAR 30% VAR 10% VAR
1989 $54.37 $21.92 -$18.99 $54.97 $22.76 -$14.92
1990 $6.07 -$13.50 -$39.76 $6.48 -$11.97 -$33.69
1991 $19.47 -$2.87 -$32.91 $21.38 $3.92 -$20.16
1992 $11.10 -$12.88 -$43.55 $14.99 -$3.23 -$26.41
1993 -$3.73 -$23.31 -$49.62 $0.41 -$15.59 -$37.99
1994 $21.59 -$0.55 -$29.87 $22.21 $2.64 -$21.08
1995 -$17.22 -$36.75 -$63.13 -$11.49 -$27.58 -$49.13
1996 $36.83 $9.78 -$24.88 $36.99 $10.02 -$20.66
1997 $12.22 -$16.13 -$54.42 $12.44 -$12.74 -$41.12
1998 -$6.40 -$36.02 -$72.99 -$0.50 -$20.99 -$44.60
1999 -$74.65 -$97.90 -$128.53 -$20.36 -$34.67 -$57.43
2000 -$85.19 -$113.78 -$148.67 -$39.42 -$54.48 -$76.54
2001 -$97.45 -$122.73 -$152.14 -$35.29 -$50.09 -$71.43
2002 -$96.53 -$117.39 -$144.85 -$28.00 -$40.86 -$62.37
2003 -$35.89 -$61.53 -$94.75 $7.44 -$6.95 -$28.66
2004 $42.99 -$0.90 -$57.23 $63.70 $31.08 $5.10
2005 -$30.20 -$64.45 -$109.44 $5.90 -$14.16 -$36.62
2006 -$40.67 -$80.69 -$130.41 $0.96 -$20.07 -$43.78
2007 $29.75 -$13.75 -$68.20 $47.31 $9.21 -$15.24
2008 $256.14 $120.32 -$25.98 $274.09 $178.91 $151.73
2009 -$115.62 -$186.52 -$264.28 -$63.78 -$105.74 -$133.18
2010 -$7.73 -$67.37 -$143.07 $39.31 -$9.49 -$27.65
Return w/o Payments Return
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To gain a perspective of how returns with and without additional payments have changed 
over time, VARs are used for analysis. VAR at 50%, 30%, and 10% are used to analyze the risk 
structure of returns over time. Shown below in Table 5.10 are return values with and without 
additional payments at the three levels of VAR. 
In Table 5.10 above, Return w/o Payments at 50% VAR is $73 greater than at 10% VAR 
in 1989. From 1989 to 2003, Return w/o Payments at 50% VAR is between $46 to $73 greater 
than 10% VAR. This value increases significantly from 2004 to 2010. In 2004, the difference of 
50% and 10% VAR increases to $100. Furthermore, this value increases to $282, $149, and $135 
in 2008, 2009, and 2010 respectively. This difference in VARs indicates increasing risk and 
volatility from 2008 to 2010. This increasing risk and volatility coincides with the increasing risk 
and volatility of expected price, as discussed previously.  
While Table 5.10 shows increasing risk for Return w/o Payments, Return shows differing 
results. In 1989, Return at 50% VAR is $70 greater than at 10% VAR in 1989. From 1989 to 
2007, Return at 50% VAR is between $34 to $70 greater than 10% VAR. This value increases 
slightly in 2008 and 2009. In 2008, the difference of 50% and 10% VAR increases to $122. The 
difference is slightly lower in 2009 and 2010 than in 2008 at $69 and $67 per acre respectively. 
A slight increase occurs in 2008 and 2009 in VARs, but this increase is significantly less than the 
increase in Return w/o Payments. The difference in Return w/o Payments and Return in later 
years can be attributed to the use of crop insurance and government programs. These expected 
government programs offered risk support during a period, 2007 to 2010, or increasing risk. The 
programs reduce the amount or risk exposure given the change in risk landscape. 
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Figure 5.23. Soybean Return w/o Payments using VAR
  
 
  
Figure 5.23 above shows the trend of Revenue w/o Payments for soybeans at three levels 
of VAR. As mentioned previously the distribution of Revenue w/o Payments is similar to the 
expected price distribution with a run up in Revenue w/o Payments coming in 2007. In 
comparing the Revenue w/o Payments and expected soybean prices, expected soybean prices 
largely impact movements in Revenue w/o Payments. This result is also shown in the divergence 
of Revenue w/o Payments at the three levels of VAR. Prior to 2006, the difference in Revenue 
w/o Payments at the three VARs is fairly constant. After 2004, the difference in Revenue w/o 
Payments VARs grew larger as shown in Figure 5.23. This can largely be attributed to increasing 
expected price risk and volatility during the time period, as expected yield remains constant.  
In Figure 5.24 soybean Return has values at or around the breakeven point from 1989 to 
1998 at 50% VAR. From 1999 to 2002, there is a drop in Return which coincides with a decrease 
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in expected soybean prices. Return had positive values from 2003 to 2010 at 50% VAR with the 
exception of 2009, as shown in Figure 5.24. The year 2009 has a decrease in expected soybean 
price from 2008, while non-land costs and average cash rent continues to increase.  Figure 5.24 
shows that from 2007 to 2010 the difference of Return at 50% and 10% VAR increases relative 
to previous years, while the difference at 30% and 10% VAR decreases relative to previous 
years. The difference in 50% and 30% VAR also increases from 2007 to 2010 as shown in 
Figure 5.24. The increasing disparity in Return at different VARs would further indicate 
increasing risk. 
 
Figure 5.24. Soybean Return using VAR, 1989 – 2010 
 
 
Further analysis of Return and Return w/o Payments is shown below in Figure 5.25. 
Figure 5.25 displays the probability that Return and Return w/o Payments are less than zero. In 
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comparing the expected probability of the returns being less than zero, Figure 5.25 shows Return 
and Return w/o Payments having similar probabilities from 1989 to 1998. After 1999, the 
difference in probabilities of Return and Return w/o Payments start to separate. This difference 
can once again be attributed to the increasing expected payments from government payments. 
While the difference in probabilities does not differ as much as corn, a difference still occurs 
with soybeans. Also, the probability of the returns being less than zero decreases in years with 
increasing prices. In particular, Figure 5.25 displays Return going to 0% probability in 2008 
which had a significant increase in expected soybean price. 
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Figure 5.25. Soybean Probability of E(Return w/o Payments) and E(Return) Less Than 
Zero, 1989 – 2010 
 
 
With analysis of differences Return and Return w/o Payments done above, it is now 
pertinent to consider how risk has changed over time from Return and Return w/o Payments. 
Figure 5.26 below provides an overview of the differences in Return and Return w/o Payments at 
50%, 30%, and 10% VAR. Noticeable changes in VARs in Figure 5.26 comes after 2007. After 
2007 the difference in Return and Return w/o Payments at the VARs starts in increase relative to 
the years previous to it. This difference would indicate increasing amount of risk from 2007 to 
2010. This increasing risk can be attributed to increasing price volatility and risk after 2007. This 
means that risk increases after 2007 without the use of government programs. Likewise, the 
amount of risk on expected returns is reduced significantly after 2007 with the use of crop 
insurance and government payments.  
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Figure 5.26. Soybean Return w/o Payments and Return Difference using VAR, 1989 – 2010 
 
 
5.2.8  Soybean Discussion 
Overall, the results show expected government payments and insurance program 
payments to offer revenue protection and risk protection in specific time periods. Expected 
government payments and crop insurance payments added additional revenue and return 
protection after 1999. Government payments are assumed to have the larger impact as expected 
government payments are significantly larger than expected crop insurance payments in general. 
After 1999, government payments are shown to significantly increase expected revenue and 
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 In addition to the revenue and return support from expected government payments, 
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shown to be slightly mitigated for expected returns and revenue with the use of government 
payments and crop insurance. In summary, crop insurance and government payments are shown 
to offer revenue and return protection after 1999. Further, these programs are shown to slightly 
mitigate risk with the increasing risk landscape beginning in 2007. 
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6     CONCLUSION 
 
 This chapter provides an overview of this thesis and summarizes the results found in the 
previous chapter.  This chapter is divided into three separate sections. The first section discusses 
the objectives of the thesis and their rationale. The second section gives an outline of the thesis 
and research. This section also draws conclusions with the results covered in the previous 
chapter. The third section covers the limitations in the research and suggestions for further 
research.  
 
6.1  Objectives  
 
 The objective of this thesis is to examine how expected risk has changed over time for 
corn and soybean producers from 1989 to 2010. In particular, the objective is to examine the 
expected risk and returns with and without government payments and insurance program 
payments. Government payment programs and crop insurance programs have changed 
significantly from the beginning of the analysis in 1989 to the present. Comparing the revenue 
and returns without the changing programs provides insight into their impacts and possible risk 
abatement. As discussed in the literature review in Chapter 2, certain insurance products and 
government programs have been effective in reducing downside risk. This research seeks to 
explore if insurance products and government payment programs have reduced expected risk.  
Furthermore, the hypothesis is that crop insurance programs and government payments programs 
have reduced the amount of expected risk for corn and soybean producers. 
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6.2  Summary 
 
 Previous research suggests crop insurance as well as some marketing strategies are 
effective in reducing downside risk (Schaffer 2010, Coble et al. 2000, Prichett et al. 2004). Other 
research by Schnitkey et al. (2002) and Cooper (2010) shows that certain insurance products are 
effective in risk management relative to other products. The research has shown that while 
insurance products and marketing strategies reduce risk when used, a combination is difficult to 
find that increases revenue while also reducing downside risk. While it is generally found that 
certain insurance products, marketing strategies, and government payments decrease risk 
exposure or increase revenue, the aggregate effect of these programs has not been fully 
investigated. 
 To measure the impact of crop insurance and government payments, ex-ante crop 
revenue needs to be accurately characterized. An ex-ante crop revenue distribution is constructed 
on March 1
st
 of each year from 1989 to 2010. Specifically, this analysis is performed for an acre 
of corn and an acre of soybeans in McLean County, Illinois. Ex-ante crop revenue or expected 
crop revenue is the product of expected price and expected yield.  
The expected price is implied by option prices and reconciled using the Option-Based 
Distribution Recovery Tool (FAST 2011).  The method used to obtain the fitted values is the 
method developed by Sherrick et al. (1992). As summarized by Sherrick et al. (1992), this price 
valuation method minimizes the deviation between the observed price and implied price to fit the 
distribution parameters. 
 The expected yield is distributed using a Weibull distribution and is parameterized. 
Sherrick et al. (2004) find a Weibull distribution to be effective in modeling yield distributions 
and is used in this thesis. For each year an ex-ante yield is estimated using a trend line. The trend 
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line yield values are further used to calculate an expected standard deviation value. The trend 
yield and standard deviation values are also used as parameters in the Weibull distribution to 
obtain distribution values.  
The expected price and expected yield values are used to calculate expected crop 
revenue. The expected crop revenue is simulated using methods from the iFarm Tool (FAST 
2010). The simulation creates a distribution of expected crop revenue values and VAR is used to 
estimate crop revenue. The expected price and expected yield are correlated at levels 
representative for the case evaluated.  
 Expected crop insurance payments and expected government payment values are also 
estimated each year. Expected crop insurance is calculated by taking a weighted average of 
available crop insurance programs. For each crop insurance program, an expected payment value 
is found. Based on acreage enrollment data, expected insurance payments are weighted 
depending on the number of acres enrolled relative to total insured acres.  
 Expected government payments are estimated based on the available government 
programs. With expected government payments and crop insurance payments, expected revenues 
can be calculated with and without additional payments. Comparing these two expected revenues 
allows analysis of the impact of crop insurance and government payment programs over time.  
 Actual non-land costs and average cash rent are applied to expected revenue with and 
without additional payments. While this research is an ex-ante study, actual cost values are used 
to show the difference in returns between expected revenue with and without additional 
payments. Expected return values are calculated by taking the difference in expected revenues 
and cost values. The return values offer a comparison with and without government payments 
and crop insurance.  
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 The results for expected corn and soybean prices show an increasing trend from 1989 to 
1998. From 1999 to 2006 expected prices are relatively suppressed. In 2007, the expected prices 
increases significantly and continue to increase through 2008. The years 2009 and 2010, both 
had expected corn and soybean prices relatively decrease. Expected corn and soybean yields both 
had steady increasing trends from 1989 and 2010, as expected. 
 Average cash-rent in McLean County, Illinois, steadily increases from 1989 to 2010. In 
1989 the average cash rent is $109 and in 2010 the average cash rent is $202. Further, non-land 
costs for corn and soybeans steadily increase from 1989 to 2007, but in 2008 non-land costs 
increase significantly. In 2009, non-land costs continue to increase at a relatively fast rate and 
2010 non-land costs decrease to levels similar to 2008. 
 Expected corn revenue with and without payments follows the same trend as expected 
corn prices for this time period. Expected revenue values are relatively similar before 1996, but 
after 1996, expected revenue with government payments and crop insurance payments 
outperforms expected revenue without these payments. This result can further be supported by 
analyzing the expected corn return. Expected corn returns with government payments and crop 
insurance payments outperform expected corn returns without these payments. This result is also 
shown with the probability of the expected returns being less than zero. The probability of the 
expect returns being less than zero is relatively close before 1996, but after 1996 the probabilities 
diverge with the probability of the expected return with crop insurance and government 
payments decreasing significantly over the remaining time period.  
 Furthermore, an increasing disparity exists for returns with and without payments at 
varying VARs after 2007. This disparity would indicate an increasing amount of risk after 2007. 
In addition, the risk increases to grow between expected returns with and without payments. This 
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implies that after 2007, expected risk increases without the use of government payments and 
crop insurance. This outcome follows that it would be beneficial for corn producers to use 
government payments and crop insurance as a risk management strategy after 2007.  
 Expected soybean revenues have similar results to expected corn revenues. Expected 
soybean revenues follow a similar trend to expected soybean prices. Expected soybean revenue 
with and without additional payments are similar from 1989 to 1999. In 1999, expected soybean 
revenue with government payments and crop insurance payments increase relative to expected 
soybean revenue without additional payments. This pattern can be attributed to government 
payments beginning in 1999 that are not previously available. PFC payments are not available 
for soybeans as with corn. Market loss payments are ad hoc and did not start for soybeans until 
1999, which could partially explain the difference in revenues.  
 The largest differences that occur in expected soybean returns are during periods of 
decreasing expected prices. From 1998 to 2006, expected soybean prices decrease relative to the 
previous years. This same time period has the difference in expected soybean returns larger than 
years surrounding it. This result can be justified by crop insurance and government payment 
programs offering support, as intended. While expected corn revenue with additional payments 
outperforms expected corn revenue without additional payments after 1996, expected soybean 
revenue with additional payments only outperforms expected soybean revenue without additional 
payments in years with relatively decreasing expected prices.  
 Similar to expected corn risk, soybean expected risk increases after 2007. This increasing 
risk can be associated with the increasing volatility in expected soybean prices. While both 
expected returns have increasing risk, the expected risk between the expected returns increases 
after 2007. This implies that after 2007, expected risk increases without the use of government 
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payments and crop insurance relative to with additional payments. Likewise, it would be 
beneficial for soybean producers to use government payments and crop insurance as a risk 
management strategy after 2007.  
 Overall, expected revenue with crop insurance payments and government payments 
outperforms expected revenue without these payments for corn and soybeans.  Crop insurance 
payments and government payments have the most impact in years of relatively lower prices and 
in years after 1996 for corn and 1999 for soybeans. In addition, risk is shown to increase after 
2007. Government payments and crop insurance are shown to decrease the amount of risk 
exposure.  Based on the results, the hypothesis that crop insurance programs and government 
payments programs reduce the amount of expected risk for corn and soybean producers is 
accepted.  
 Implications of these results would be that government program policy has been effective 
in reducing revenue risk on average for producers. With the development of government 
program policies over time, the amount of downside risk has been reduced for corn and 
soybeans. For policymakers, this result would indicate that programs have been effective as 
intended. Possible questions arise with the degree of negative correlation between government 
payments and margins. While this question limits the quantification of risk reduction, it can still 
be concluded government programs have been effective on average.  
 
 
6.3  Further Research and Limitations 
 
 The results of this study provide valuable insight into the changing landscape of 
government payment programs and crop insurance payments. While it would be beneficial to 
analyze a larger time frame, historical crop insurance data are limited. County-level crop 
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insurance data used in this study are only obtainable after 1989. While it is possible to estimate 
crop insurance prior 1989, the accuracy of the study would diminish. Also, government payment 
data are not as structured prior to 1989 as in later years. Government payments could be 
estimated as mentioned with crop insurance payments, but once again the accuracy would 
diminish. 
 In addition, this study focuses solely on McLean County, Illinois, for corn and soybeans. 
The results of this study may not be the same for other crops or geographic areas. In particular, 
McLean County has high soil productivity rating. Results could differ for lower soil productivity 
counties within Illinois.  
  Suggestions for further research would be to include additional geographic regions and 
additional crops. Additional regions within Illinois, particularly in the North and South, would 
provide a comparison of risk across the state. Including additional crops would be beneficial in 
analyzing crop insurance and government payment programs in their entirety. Furthermore, the 
addition of marketing strategies to the current model would increase the accuracy of expected 
revenue. As marketing strategies are largely used by producers, the inclusion of marketing would 
offer further insight into the dynamics of expected revenue. Marketing strategies are not included 
in this study as accurately measuring ex-ante marketing revenue introduced a potential problem. 
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APPENDIX 
 
Table A.1. McLean County, Illinois, Actual Corn Yield from 1964 - 2010 
 
 *Source: Illinois FBFM 
  
Year Yield (bu/acre)* Year Yield (bu/acre)*
1964 96 1988 62
1965 104 1989 141
1966 83 1990 141
1967 110 1991 116
1968 92 1992 163
1969 118 1993 140
1970 87 1994 166
1971 126 1995 119
1972 126 1996 159
1973 118 1997 143
1974 90 1998 149
1975 135 1999 161
1976 132 2000 155
1977 94 2001 158
1978 125 2002 144
1979 142 2003 182
1980 83 2004 185
1981 129 2005 161
1982 142 2006 182
1983 81 2007 196
1984 113 2008 190
1985 157 2009 194
1986 144 2010 175
1987 139
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Table A.2. McLean County, Illinois, Actual Soybean Yield from 1964 - 2010 
 
 *Source: Illinois FBFM 
  
Year Yield (bu/acre)* Year Yield (bu/acre)*
1964 31 1988 26
1965 35 1989 49
1966 33 1990 47
1967 35 1991 39
1968 36 1992 48
1969 41 1993 48
1970 36 1994 48
1971 41 1995 46
1972 41 1996 47
1973 38 1997 47
1974 28 1998 48
1975 43 1999 50
1976 38 2000 47
1977 43 2001 49
1978 41 2002 54
1979 44 2003 36
1980 38 2004 54
1981 39 2005 54
1982 44 2006 54
1983 38 2007 54
1984 36 2008 51
1985 53 2009 56
1986 45 2010 60
1987 44
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Table A.3. McLean County, Illinois, 1989 Corn Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1964 102 -6
1965 103 1
1966 104 -21
1967 105 5
1968 106 -14
1969 107 11
1970 108 -21
1971 109 17
1972 109 17
1973 110 8
1974 111 -21
1975 112 23
1976 113 19
1977 114 -20
1978 115 10
1979 116 26
1980 117 -34
1981 118 11
1982 119 23
1983 120 -39
1984 120 -7
1985 121 36
1986 122 22
1987 123 16
1988 124 -62
Standard Deviation 23.33
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Table A.4. McLean County, Illinois, 1990 Corn Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1965 103 1
1966 104 -21
1967 105 5
1968 106 -14
1969 107 11
1970 108 -21
1971 109 17
1972 110 16
1973 111 7
1974 112 -22
1975 113 22
1976 114 18
1977 115 -21
1978 116 9
1979 117 25
1980 118 -35
1981 119 10
1982 120 22
1983 121 -40
1984 122 -9
1985 123 34
1986 124 20
1987 125 14
1988 126 -64
1989 127 14
Standard Deviation 23.49
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Table A.5. McLean County, Illinois, 1991 Corn Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1966 103 -20
1967 104 6
1968 105 -13
1969 106 12
1970 107 -20
1971 108 18
1972 110 16
1973 111 7
1974 112 -22
1975 113 22
1976 114 18
1977 115 -21
1978 116 9
1979 118 24
1980 119 -36
1981 120 9
1982 121 21
1983 122 -41
1984 123 -10
1985 124 33
1986 125 19
1987 127 12
1988 128 -66
1989 129 12
1990 130 11
Standard Deviation 23.61
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Table A.6. McLean County, Illinois, 1992 Corn Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1967 108 2
1968 109 -17
1969 110 8
1970 111 -24
1971 111 15
1972 112 14
1973 113 5
1974 114 -24
1975 115 20
1976 115 17
1977 116 -22
1978 117 8
1979 118 24
1980 119 -36
1981 119 10
1982 120 22
1983 121 -40
1984 122 -9
1985 123 34
1986 123 21
1987 124 15
1988 125 -63
1989 126 15
1990 126 15
1991 127 -11
Standard Deviation 23.34
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Table A.7. McLean County, Illinois, 1993 Corn Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1968 106 -14
1969 107 11
1970 108 -21
1971 110 16
1972 111 15
1973 112 6
1974 113 -23
1975 114 21
1976 115 17
1977 116 -22
1978 118 7
1979 119 23
1980 120 -37
1981 121 8
1982 122 20
1983 123 -42
1984 124 -11
1985 126 31
1986 127 17
1987 128 11
1988 129 -67
1989 130 11
1990 131 10
1991 132 -16
1992 134 29
Standard Deviation 24.20
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Table A.8. McLean County, Illinois, 1994 Corn Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1969 109 9
1970 110 -23
1971 111 15
1972 112 14
1973 113 5
1974 114 -24
1975 115 20
1976 117 15
1977 118 -24
1978 119 6
1979 120 22
1980 121 -38
1981 122 7
1982 123 19
1983 124 -43
1984 125 -12
1985 126 31
1986 127 17
1987 128 11
1988 129 -67
1989 130 11
1990 131 10
1991 132 -16
1992 133 30
1993 134 6
Standard Deviation 24.04
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Table A.9. McLean County, Illinois, 1995 Corn Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1970 107 -20
1971 108 18
1972 110 16
1973 111 7
1974 112 -22
1975 114 21
1976 115 17
1977 117 -23
1978 118 7
1979 119 23
1980 121 -38
1981 122 7
1982 124 18
1983 125 -44
1984 127 -14
1985 128 29
1986 129 15
1987 131 8
1988 132 -70
1989 134 7
1990 135 6
1991 136 -20
1992 138 25
1993 139 1
1994 141 25
Standard Deviation 24.58
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Table A.10. McLean County, Illinois, 1996 Corn Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1971 113 13
1972 114 12
1973 115 3
1974 116 -26
1975 117 18
1976 118 14
1977 119 -25
1978 120 5
1979 121 21
1980 122 -39
1981 123 6
1982 124 18
1983 125 -44
1984 126 -13
1985 127 30
1986 128 16
1987 129 10
1988 130 -68
1989 131 10
1990 132 9
1991 133 -17
1992 134 29
1993 135 5
1994 136 30
1995 137 -18
Standard Deviation 24.52
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Table A.11. McLean County, Illinois, 1997 Corn Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1972 110 16
1973 112 6
1974 113 -23
1975 114 21
1976 116 16
1977 117 -23
1978 118 7
1979 120 22
1980 121 -38
1981 122 7
1982 124 18
1983 125 -44
1984 126 -13
1985 128 29
1986 129 15
1987 130 9
1988 132 -70
1989 133 8
1990 134 7
1991 136 -20
1992 137 26
1993 138 2
1994 140 26
1995 141 -22
1996 142 17
Standard Deviation 24.63
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Table A.12. McLean County, Illinois, 1998 Corn Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1973 109 9
1974 111 -21
1975 112 23
1976 114 18
1977 115 -21
1978 117 8
1979 118 24
1980 120 -37
1981 121 8
1982 123 19
1983 124 -43
1984 125 -12
1985 127 30
1986 128 16
1987 130 9
1988 131 -69
1989 133 8
1990 134 7
1991 136 -20
1992 137 26
1993 139 1
1994 140 26
1995 142 -23
1996 143 16
1997 145 -2
Standard Deviation 24.39
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Table A.13. McLean County, Illinois, 1999 Corn Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1974 109 -19
1975 111 24
1976 112 20
1977 114 -20
1978 115 10
1979 117 25
1980 119 -36
1981 120 9
1982 122 20
1983 123 -42
1984 125 -12
1985 127 30
1986 128 16
1987 130 9
1988 131 -69
1989 133 8
1990 135 6
1991 136 -20
1992 138 25
1993 139 1
1994 141 25
1995 143 -24
1996 144 15
1997 146 -3
1998 147 2
Standard Deviation 24.32
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Table A.14. McLean County, Illinois, 2000 Corn Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1975 113 22
1976 114 18
1977 116 -22
1978 117 8
1979 119 23
1980 120 -37
1981 122 7
1982 123 19
1983 125 -44
1984 126 -13
1985 128 29
1986 130 14
1987 131 8
1988 133 -71
1989 134 7
1990 136 5
1991 137 -21
1992 139 24
1993 140 0
1994 142 24
1995 143 -24
1996 145 14
1997 146 -3
1998 148 1
1999 149 12
Standard Deviation 24.10
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Table A.15. McLean County, Illinois, 2001 Corn Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1976 110 22
1977 112 -18
1978 114 11
1979 116 26
1980 118 -35
1981 119 10
1982 121 21
1983 123 -42
1984 125 -12
1985 127 30
1986 128 16
1987 130 9
1988 132 -70
1989 134 7
1990 135 6
1991 137 -21
1992 139 24
1993 141 -1
1994 143 23
1995 144 -25
1996 146 13
1997 148 -5
1998 150 -1
1999 151 10
2000 153 2
Standard Deviation 23.62
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Table A.16. McLean County, Illinois, 2002 Corn Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1977 109 -15
1978 111 14
1979 113 29
1980 115 -32
1981 117 12
1982 119 23
1983 121 -40
1984 123 -10
1985 125 32
1986 127 17
1987 129 10
1988 131 -69
1989 133 8
1990 135 6
1991 137 -21
1992 139 24
1993 141 -1
1994 143 23
1995 145 -26
1996 147 12
1997 149 -6
1998 151 -2
1999 153 8
2000 155 0
2001 157 1
Standard Deviation 23.16
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Table A.17. McLean County, Illinois, 2003 Corn Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1978 114 11
1979 116 26
1980 118 -35
1981 119 10
1982 121 21
1983 123 -42
1984 124 -11
1985 126 31
1986 128 16
1987 130 9
1988 131 -69
1989 133 8
1990 135 6
1991 137 -21
1992 138 25
1993 140 0
1994 142 24
1995 144 -25
1996 145 14
1997 147 -4
1998 149 0
1999 150 11
2000 152 3
2001 154 4
2002 156 -12
Standard Deviation 23.08
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Table A.18. McLean County, Illinois, 2004 Corn Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1979 112 30
1980 114 -31
1981 116 13
1982 119 23
1983 121 -40
1984 123 -10
1985 125 32
1986 127 17
1987 129 10
1988 131 -69
1989 133 8
1990 135 6
1991 137 -21
1992 139 24
1993 141 -1
1994 143 23
1995 145 -26
1996 148 11
1997 150 -7
1998 152 -3
1999 154 7
2000 156 -1
2001 158 0
2002 160 -16
2003 162 20
Standard Deviation 23.36
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Table A.19. McLean County, Illinois, 2005 Corn Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1980 108 -25
1981 111 18
1982 113 29
1983 116 -35
1984 118 -5
1985 121 36
1986 124 20
1987 126 13
1988 129 -67
1989 131 10
1990 134 7
1991 136 -20
1992 139 24
1993 141 -1
1994 144 22
1995 147 -28
1996 149 10
1997 152 -9
1998 154 -5
1999 157 4
2000 159 -4
2001 162 -4
2002 164 -20
2003 167 15
2004 170 15
Standard Deviation 22.70
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Table A.20. McLean County, Illinois, 2006 Corn Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1981 116 13
1982 118 24
1983 120 -39
1984 122 -9
1985 124 33
1986 127 17
1987 129 10
1988 131 -69
1989 133 8
1990 135 6
1991 138 -22
1992 140 23
1993 142 -2
1994 144 22
1995 146 -27
1996 149 10
1997 151 -8
1998 153 -4
1999 155 6
2000 157 -2
2001 160 -2
2002 162 -18
2003 164 18
2004 166 19
2005 168 -7
Standard Deviation 22.09
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Table A.21. McLean County, Illinois, 2007 Corn Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1982 115 27
1983 117 -36
1984 120 -7
1985 122 35
1986 125 19
1987 127 12
1988 129 -67
1989 132 9
1990 134 7
1991 137 -21
1992 139 24
1993 142 -2
1994 144 22
1995 147 -28
1996 149 10
1997 151 -8
1998 154 -5
1999 156 5
2000 159 -4
2001 161 -3
2002 164 -20
2003 166 16
2004 169 16
2005 171 -10
2006 173 9
Standard Deviation 21.98
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Table A.22. McLean County, Illinois, 2008 Corn Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1983 111 -30
1984 114 -1
1985 117 40
1986 120 24
1987 123 16
1988 126 -64
1989 129 12
1990 132 9
1991 135 -19
1992 138 25
1993 140 0
1994 143 23
1995 146 -27
1996 149 10
1997 152 -9
1998 155 -6
1999 158 3
2000 161 -6
2001 164 -6
2002 167 -23
2003 170 12
2004 172 13
2005 175 -14
2006 178 4
2007 181 15
Standard Deviation 21.41
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Table A.23. McLean County, Illinois, 2009 Corn Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1984 119 -6
1985 121 36
1986 124 20
1987 127 12
1988 129 -67
1989 132 9
1990 135 6
1991 137 -21
1992 140 23
1993 143 -3
1994 145 21
1995 148 -29
1996 151 8
1997 153 -10
1998 156 -7
1999 159 2
2000 161 -6
2001 164 -6
2002 167 -23
2003 169 13
2004 172 13
2005 175 -14
2006 177 5
2007 180 16
2008 182 8
Standard Deviation 20.43
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Table A.24. McLean County, Illinois, 2010 Corn Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1985 122 35
1986 124 20
1987 127 12
1988 130 -68
1989 132 9
1990 135 6
1991 138 -22
1992 140 23
1993 143 -3
1994 146 20
1995 149 -30
1996 151 8
1997 154 -11
1998 157 -8
1999 159 2
2000 162 -7
2001 165 -7
2002 167 -23
2003 170 12
2004 173 12
2005 175 -14
2006 178 4
2007 181 15
2008 183 7
2009 186 8
Standard Deviation 20.46
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Table A.25. McLean County, Illinois, 1989 Soybean Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1964 35 -4
1965 35 -1
1966 36 -3
1967 36 -1
1968 36 0
1969 36 4
1970 37 -1
1971 37 4
1972 37 3
1973 38 0
1974 38 -10
1975 38 5
1976 38 -1
1977 39 4
1978 39 2
1979 39 5
1980 40 -2
1981 40 -1
1982 40 3
1983 40 -2
1984 41 -5
1985 41 12
1986 41 4
1987 41 3
1988 42 -16
Standard Deviation 5.34
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Table A.26. McLean County, Illinois, 1990 Soybean Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1965 36 -1
1966 36 -3
1967 36 -1
1968 36 0
1969 37 4
1970 37 -2
1971 37 4
1972 38 3
1973 38 0
1974 38 -11
1975 39 4
1976 39 -1
1977 39 4
1978 39 1
1979 40 4
1980 40 -3
1981 40 -2
1982 41 3
1983 41 -3
1984 41 -6
1985 42 11
1986 42 3
1987 42 2
1988 42 -17
1989 43 6
Standard Deviation 5.44
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Table A.27. McLean County, Illinois, 1991 Soybean Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1966 36 -3
1967 36 -1
1968 36 0
1969 37 4
1970 37 -2
1971 37 4
1972 38 3
1973 38 0
1974 38 -11
1975 39 4
1976 39 -1
1977 39 4
1978 40 1
1979 40 4
1980 40 -3
1981 41 -2
1982 41 3
1983 41 -3
1984 42 -6
1985 42 11
1986 42 3
1987 43 1
1988 43 -17
1989 43 6
1990 44 3
Standard Deviation 5.47
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Table A.28. McLean County, Illinois, 1992 Soybean Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1967 37 -2
1968 37 -1
1969 37 3
1970 38 -2
1971 38 3
1972 38 2
1973 38 0
1974 39 -11
1975 39 4
1976 39 -2
1977 39 4
1978 40 1
1979 40 4
1980 40 -3
1981 40 -2
1982 41 3
1983 41 -3
1984 41 -6
1985 41 11
1986 42 3
1987 42 2
1988 42 -17
1989 42 7
1990 43 4
1991 43 -4
Standard Deviation 5.52
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Table A.29. McLean County, Illinois, 1993 Soybean Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1968 37 -1
1969 37 3
1970 38 -2
1971 38 3
1972 38 2
1973 38 0
1974 39 -11
1975 39 4
1976 39 -2
1977 40 3
1978 40 1
1979 40 4
1980 40 -3
1981 41 -2
1982 41 3
1983 41 -3
1984 41 -6
1985 42 11
1986 42 3
1987 42 2
1988 42 -17
1989 43 6
1990 43 3
1991 43 -5
1992 44 4
Standard Deviation 5.57
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Table A.30. McLean County, Illinois, 1994 Soybean Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1969 37 3
1970 38 -2
1971 38 3
1972 38 2
1973 38 0
1974 39 -11
1975 39 4
1976 39 -2
1977 40 3
1978 40 1
1979 40 4
1980 41 -3
1981 41 -2
1982 41 2
1983 41 -3
1984 42 -6
1985 42 11
1986 42 3
1987 43 1
1988 43 -17
1989 43 6
1990 43 3
1991 44 -5
1992 44 3
1993 44 3
Standard Deviation 5.61
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Table A.31. McLean County, Illinois, 1995 Soybean Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1970 37 -1
1971 37 4
1972 38 3
1973 38 0
1974 38 -11
1975 39 4
1976 39 -1
1977 39 4
1978 40 1
1979 40 4
1980 40 -3
1981 41 -2
1982 41 2
1983 41 -3
1984 42 -6
1985 42 10
1986 42 3
1987 43 1
1988 43 -18
1989 44 5
1990 44 3
1991 44 -6
1992 45 3
1993 45 3
1994 45 2
Standard Deviation 5.59
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Table A.32. McLean County, Illinois, 1996 Soybean Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1971 37 4
1972 38 3
1973 38 0
1974 38 -11
1975 39 4
1976 39 -2
1977 39 4
1978 40 1
1979 40 4
1980 40 -3
1981 41 -2
1982 41 2
1983 41 -3
1984 42 -6
1985 42 10
1986 42 3
1987 43 1
1988 43 -18
1989 43 6
1990 44 3
1991 44 -6
1992 45 3
1993 45 3
1994 45 2
1995 46 0
Standard Deviation 5.58
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Table A.33. McLean County, Illinois, 1997 Soybean Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1972 37 3
1973 38 0
1974 38 -10
1975 38 5
1976 39 -1
1977 39 4
1978 39 1
1979 40 4
1980 40 -3
1981 41 -2
1982 41 3
1983 41 -3
1984 42 -6
1985 42 10
1986 42 3
1987 43 1
1988 43 -18
1989 44 5
1990 44 2
1991 44 -6
1992 45 3
1993 45 2
1994 46 2
1995 46 0
1996 46 1
Standard Deviation 5.53
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Table A.34. McLean County, Illinois, 1998 Soybean Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1973 37 1
1974 37 -10
1975 38 5
1976 38 -1
1977 39 4
1978 39 1
1979 39 5
1980 40 -2
1981 40 -2
1982 41 3
1983 41 -3
1984 42 -6
1985 42 11
1986 42 3
1987 43 1
1988 43 -18
1989 44 5
1990 44 2
1991 44 -6
1992 45 3
1993 45 2
1994 46 2
1995 46 -1
1996 47 0
1997 47 0
Standard Deviation 5.48
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Table A.35. McLean County, Illinois, 1999 Soybean Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1974 37 -10
1975 38 5
1976 38 -1
1977 38 5
1978 39 2
1979 39 5
1980 40 -2
1981 40 -2
1982 41 3
1983 41 -3
1984 42 -6
1985 42 11
1986 42 3
1987 43 1
1988 43 -18
1989 44 5
1990 44 2
1991 45 -6
1992 45 3
1993 45 2
1994 46 2
1995 46 -1
1996 47 0
1997 47 0
1998 48 0
Standard Deviation 5.47
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Table A.36. McLean County, Illinois, 2000 Soybean Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1975 39 4
1976 39 -2
1977 40 3
1978 40 0
1979 40 4
1980 41 -3
1981 41 -3
1982 42 2
1983 42 -4
1984 42 -7
1985 43 10
1986 43 2
1987 43 1
1988 44 -18
1989 44 5
1990 44 2
1991 45 -6
1992 45 2
1993 45 2
1994 46 2
1995 46 -1
1996 46 1
1997 47 0
1998 47 1
1999 48 2
Standard Deviation 5.08
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Table A.37. McLean County, Illinois, 2001 Soybean Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1976 39 -1
1977 39 4
1978 40 1
1979 40 4
1980 40 -3
1981 41 -2
1982 41 2
1983 42 -4
1984 42 -6
1985 42 10
1986 43 2
1987 43 1
1988 43 -18
1989 44 5
1990 44 2
1991 45 -6
1992 45 3
1993 45 2
1994 46 2
1995 46 -1
1996 47 0
1997 47 0
1998 47 1
1999 48 2
2000 48 -1
Standard Deviation 5.01
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Table A.38. McLean County, Illinois, 2002 Soybean Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1977 39 4
1978 40 1
1979 40 4
1980 40 -3
1981 41 -2
1982 41 2
1983 42 -4
1984 42 -7
1985 42 10
1986 43 2
1987 43 1
1988 44 -18
1989 44 5
1990 44 2
1991 45 -6
1992 45 2
1993 45 2
1994 46 2
1995 46 -1
1996 47 0
1997 47 0
1998 47 1
1999 48 2
2000 48 -1
2001 48 1
Standard Deviation 5.01
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Table A.39. McLean County, Illinois, 2003 Soybean Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1978 39 2
1979 39 5
1980 40 -2
1981 40 -2
1982 41 3
1983 41 -3
1984 42 -6
1985 42 10
1986 42 3
1987 43 1
1988 43 -18
1989 44 5
1990 44 2
1991 45 -6
1992 45 2
1993 46 2
1994 46 1
1995 47 -1
1996 47 0
1997 48 -1
1998 48 0
1999 49 1
2000 49 -2
2001 49 0
2002 50 4
Standard Deviation 5.02
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Table A.40. McLean County, Illinois, 2004 Soybean Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1979 40 4
1980 40 -3
1981 41 -2
1982 41 2
1983 41 -3
1984 42 -6
1985 42 10
1986 42 3
1987 43 1
1988 43 -18
1989 43 6
1990 44 3
1991 44 -6
1992 45 3
1993 45 3
1994 45 2
1995 46 0
1996 46 1
1997 46 1
1998 47 1
1999 47 3
2000 47 0
2001 48 1
2002 48 6
2003 48 -12
Standard Deviation 5.68
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Table A.41. McLean County, Illinois, 2005 Soybean Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1980 39 -2
1981 40 -1
1982 40 3
1983 41 -3
1984 41 -6
1985 41 11
1986 42 3
1987 42 2
1988 43 -17
1989 43 6
1990 44 3
1991 44 -6
1992 45 3
1993 45 3
1994 45 2
1995 46 0
1996 46 1
1997 47 0
1998 47 1
1999 48 2
2000 48 -1
2001 48 1
2002 49 5
2003 49 -13
2004 50 4
Standard Deviation 5.69
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Table A.42. McLean County, Illinois, 2006 Soybean Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1981 40 -1
1982 40 3
1983 41 -3
1984 41 -6
1985 42 11
1986 42 3
1987 42 2
1988 43 -17
1989 43 6
1990 44 3
1991 44 -6
1992 45 3
1993 45 2
1994 46 2
1995 46 -1
1996 47 0
1997 47 0
1998 47 1
1999 48 2
2000 48 -1
2001 49 0
2002 49 5
2003 50 -14
2004 50 4
2005 51 3
Standard Deviation 5.72
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Table A.43. McLean County, Illinois, 2007 Soybean Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1982 40 3
1983 41 -3
1984 41 -6
1985 42 11
1986 42 3
1987 43 1
1988 43 -18
1989 44 5
1990 44 3
1991 44 -6
1992 45 3
1993 45 2
1994 46 2
1995 46 -1
1996 47 0
1997 47 0
1998 48 0
1999 48 2
2000 49 -2
2001 49 0
2002 50 4
2003 50 -14
2004 51 3
2005 51 3
2006 51 3
Standard Deviation 5.74
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Table A.44. McLean County, Illinois, 2008 Soybean Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1983 40 -2
1984 41 -5
1985 41 11
1986 42 3
1987 42 2
1988 43 -17
1989 43 6
1990 44 3
1991 44 -6
1992 45 3
1993 45 2
1994 46 2
1995 46 -1
1996 47 0
1997 47 0
1998 48 0
1999 48 2
2000 49 -2
2001 49 0
2002 50 4
2003 50 -14
2004 51 3
2005 51 3
2006 52 2
2007 52 2
Standard Deviation 5.70
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Table A.45. McLean County, Illinois, 2009 Soybean Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1984 41 -6
1985 41 11
1986 42 3
1987 42 2
1988 43 -17
1989 43 6
1990 44 3
1991 44 -6
1992 45 3
1993 45 2
1994 46 2
1995 46 -1
1996 47 0
1997 47 0
1998 48 0
1999 48 2
2000 49 -2
2001 49 0
2002 50 4
2003 50 -14
2004 51 3
2005 51 3
2006 52 2
2007 52 2
2008 53 -2
Standard Deviation 5.70
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Table A.46. McLean County, Illinois, 2010 Soybean Standard Deviation Calculation 
 
  
Year TrendlineSDYield ActTrendDiff
1985 42 10
1986 43 2
1987 43 1
1988 44 -18
1989 44 5
1990 44 2
1991 45 -6
1992 45 2
1993 46 2
1994 46 1
1995 47 -1
1996 47 0
1997 48 -1
1998 48 0
1999 48 2
2000 49 -2
2001 49 0
2002 50 4
2003 50 -14
2004 51 3
2005 51 3
2006 52 2
2007 52 2
2008 53 -2
2009 53 3
Standard Deviation 5.60
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Table A.47. McLean County, Illinois, Corn Trendline Yield Slope and Intercept  
 
  
Year
Trendline Yield
Slope (bu/acre)
Trendline Yield
Intercept (bu/acre)
1989 0.92 -1700.24
1990 1.00 -1869.68
1991 1.14 -2129.39
1992 0.80 -1460.91
1993 1.14 -2134.31
1994 1.05 -1950.67
1995 1.42 -2684.66
1996 1.01 -1871.77
1997 1.33 -2515.49
1998 1.48 -2816.95
1999 1.60 -3043.29
2000 1.52 -2884.61
2001 1.78 -3403.74
2002 2.02 -3887.96
2003 1.74 -3318.54
2004 2.07 -3987.27
2005 2.56 -4963.70
2006 2.21 -4256.40
2007 2.45 -4733.51
2008 2.90 -5646.89
2009 2.65 -5147.97
2010 2.67 -5186.40
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Table A.48. McLean County, Illinois, Soybean Trendline Yield Slope and Intercept  
 
  
Year
Trendline Yield
Slope (bu/acre)
Trendline Yield
Intercept (bu/acre)
1989 0.28 -511.82
1990 0.30 -557.76
1991 0.32 -600.19
1992 0.25 -448.82
1993 0.27 -492.74
1994 0.29 -537.50
1995 0.35 -654.14
1996 0.34 -624.35
1997 0.38 -716.02
1998 0.42 -788.67
1999 0.43 -820.00
2000 0.36 -663.63
2001 0.39 -726.53
2002 0.38 -710.39
2003 0.46 -877.95
2004 0.35 -648.86
2005 0.44 -826.56
2006 0.45 -859.30
2007 0.47 -886.74
2008 0.52 -990.37
2009 0.48 -912.84
2010 0.45 -853.86
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Table A.49. McLean County, Illinois, Corn Yield Weibull Values  
 
  
Year WeibullValue1 WeibullValue2
1989 6.25 134.49
1990 6.36 137.50
1991 6.50 140.76
1992 6.41 137.57
1993 6.51 144.49
1994 6.59 145.16
1995 6.78 152.16
1996 6.59 148.05
1997 6.85 153.68
1998 7.06 156.27
1999 7.22 158.99
2000 7.39 160.73
2001 7.77 164.78
2002 8.17 168.83
2003 8.10 167.07
2004 8.36 173.87
2005 9.07 181.76
2006 9.25 180.02
2007 9.61 185.23
2008 10.36 193.15
2009 10.96 193.89
2010 11.16 197.39
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Table A.50. McLean County, Illinois, Soybean Yield Weibull Values  
 
  
Year WeibullValue1 WeibullValue2
1989 9.44 44.30
1990 9.50 45.37
1991 9.61 46.14
1992 9.35 45.38
1993 9.44 46.20
1994 9.54 46.97
1995 9.82 48.01
1996 9.88 48.21
1997 10.17 49.04
1998 10.44 49.76
1999 10.59 50.36
2000 11.42 50.08
2001 11.73 50.63
2002 11.83 50.98
2003 12.18 52.53
2004 10.33 51.11
2005 10.67 52.67
2006 10.80 53.56
2007 10.94 54.37
2008 11.25 55.46
2009 11.27 55.47
2010 11.57 55.87
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Table A.51. McLean County, Illinois, Corn GRP Expected Yield and Max Coverage  
 
 *Source: USDA RMA 
  
Year
Expected Yield*
(bu/acre)
Maximum Protection*
Per Acre
1997 145 $532.00
1998 146 $537.00
1999 148 $476.00
2000 149 $422.42
2001 153 $400.58
2002 153 $515.03
2003 156 $560.16
2004 156 $516.12
2005 159 $560.83
2006 172 $514.50
2007 164 $725.70
2008 169 $950.06
2009 175 $1,047.00
2010 180 $959.03
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Table A.52. McLean County, Illinois, Soybean GRP Expected Yield and Max Coverage  
 
 *Source: USDA RMA 
  
Year
Expected Yield*
(bu/acre)
Maximum Protection*
Per Acre
1997 46 $402.00
1998 47 $410.00
1999 47 $338.00
2000 48 $369.26
2001 48 $354.98
2002 49 $361.62
2003 50 $390.60
2004 51 $381.00
2005 49 $397.31
2006 50 $406.62
2007 52 $432.60
2008 52 $683.82
2009 54 $797.44
2010 54 $688.70
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Table A.53. McLean County, Illinois, Corn Commodity Loan Rates  
 
 *Source: USDA FSA 
  
Year Loan Rate*
1989 $1.71
1990 $1.63
1991 $1.68
1992 $1.78
1993 $1.78
1994 $1.95
1995 $1.95
1996 $1.95
1997 $1.95
1998 $1.95
1999 $1.95
2000 $1.95
2001 $1.95
2002 $2.04
2003 $2.02
2004 $1.99
2005 $1.99
2006 $2.01
2007 $2.02
2008 $2.03
2009 $2.03
2010 $2.03
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Table A.54. McLean County, Illinois, Soybean Commodity Loan Rates  
 
 *Source: USDA FSA 
 
  
Year Loan Rate*
1989 $4.59
1990 $4.56
1991 $5.08
1992 $5.08
1993 $5.08
1994 $4.98
1995 $4.98
1996 $5.03
1997 $5.32
1998 $5.32
1999 $5.32
2000 $5.32
2001 $5.32
2002 $5.06
2003 $5.14
2004 $5.14
2005 $5.13
2006 $5.12
2007 $5.12
2008 $5.12
2009 $5.12
2010 $5.13
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Table A.55. Soybean Futures Prices on November Contract 
 
 *Source: CBOT 
  
Date Contract Price* Date Contract Price*
3/1/1960 S-1960X 208 3/3/1986 S-1986X 508
3/1/1961 S-1961X 237 3/2/1987 S-1987X 472
3/1/1962 S-1962X 239 3/1/1988 S-1988X 659
3/1/1963 S-1963X 252 3/1/1989 S-1989X 731
3/2/1964 S-1964X 256 3/1/1990 S-1990X 603
3/1/1965 S-1965X 256 3/1/1991 S-1991X 625
3/1/1966 S-1966X 269 3/2/1992 S-1992X 620
3/1/1967 S-1967X 281 3/1/1993 S-1993X 597
3/1/1968 S-1968X 272 3/1/1994 S-1994X 650
3/3/1969 S-1969X 239 3/1/1995 S-1995X 586
3/2/1970 S-1970X 253 3/1/1996 S-1996X 730
3/1/1971 S-1971X 283 3/3/1997 S-1997X 710
3/1/1972 S-1972X 308 3/2/1998 S-1998X 648
3/1/1973 S-1973X 421 3/1/1999 S-1999X 486
3/1/1974 S-1974X 642 3/1/2000 S-2000X 524
3/3/1975 S-1975X 526 3/1/2001 S-2001X 471
3/1/1976 S-1976X 512 3/1/2002 S-2002X 461
3/1/1977 S-1977X 716 3/3/2003 S-2003X 528
3/1/1978 S-1978X 595 3/1/2004 S-2004X 750
3/1/1979 S-1979X 717 3/1/2005 S-2005X 614
3/3/1980 S-1980X 711 3/1/2006 S-2006X 615
3/2/1981 S-1981X 794 3/1/2007 S-2007X 800
3/1/1982 S-1982X 665 3/3/2008 S-2008X 1448
3/1/1983 S-1983X 610 3/2/2009 S-2009X 793
3/1/1984 S-1984X 726 3/1/2010 S-2010X 943
3/1/1985 S-1985X 592
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Table A.56. Corn Futures Prices on December Contract 
 
 *Source: CBOT 
 
 
 
  
Date Contract Price* Date Contract Price*
3/1/1960 C-1960Z 111 3/3/1986 C-1986Z 206
3/1/1961 C-1961Z 118 3/2/1987 C-1987Z 170
3/1/1962 C-1962Z 116 3/1/1988 C-1988Z 219
3/1/1963 C-1963Z 115 3/1/1989 C-1989Z 272
3/2/1964 C-1964Z 122 3/1/1990 C-1990Z 253
3/1/1965 C-1965Z 121 3/1/1991 C-1991Z 266
3/1/1966 C-1966Z 119 3/2/1992 C-1992Z 275
3/1/1967 C-1967Z 138 3/1/1993 C-1993Z 243
3/1/1968 C-1968Z 128 3/1/1994 C-1994Z 269
3/3/1969 C-1969Z 116 3/1/1995 C-1995Z 258
3/2/1970 C-1970Z 118 3/1/1996 C-1996Z 312
3/1/1971 C-1971Z 152 3/3/1997 C-1997Z 288
3/1/1972 C-1972Z 126 3/2/1998 C-1998Z 284
3/1/1973 C-1973Z 149 3/1/1999 C-1999Z 234
3/1/1974 C-1974Z 308 3/1/2000 C-2000Z 249
3/3/1975 C-1975Z 252 3/1/2001 C-2001Z 251
3/1/1976 C-1976Z 276 3/1/2002 C-2002Z 232
3/1/1977 C-1977Z 272 3/3/2003 C-2003Z 239
3/1/1978 C-1978Z 229 3/1/2004 C-2004Z 297
3/1/1979 C-1979Z 262 3/1/2005 C-2005Z 240
3/3/1980 C-1980Z 302 3/1/2006 C-2006Z 262
3/2/1981 C-1981Z 363 3/1/2007 C-2007Z 413
3/1/1982 C-1982Z 295 3/3/2008 C-2008Z 576
3/1/1983 C-1983Z 285 3/2/2009 C-2009Z 380
3/1/1984 C-1984Z 287 3/1/2010 C-2010Z 407
3/1/1985 C-1985Z 262
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Table A.57. Corn Price Fitted Values 
 
 
  
Year Mean Standard Deviation
1989 0.766 0.222
1990 0.904 0.214
1991 0.954 0.220
1992 0.985 0.247
1993 0.858 0.223
1994 0.960 0.229
1995 0.925 0.211
1996 1.109 0.251
1997 1.031 0.257
1998 1.010 0.281
1999 0.819 0.253
2000 0.872 0.281
2001 0.887 0.274
2002 0.810 0.249
2003 0.830 0.250
2004 1.041 0.300
2005 0.840 0.280
2006 0.927 0.295
2007 1.356 0.361
2008 1.663 0.419
2009 1.214 0.494
2010 1.332 0.388
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Table A.58. Soybean Price Fitted Values 
 
  
Year Mean Standard Deviation
1989 1.962 0.243
1990 1.788 0.167
1991 1.822 0.184
1992 1.811 0.215
1993 1.787 0.169
1994 1.853 0.181
1995 1.754 0.181
1996 1.974 0.193
1997 1.935 0.213
1998 1.841 0.237
1999 1.555 0.260
2000 1.619 0.264
2001 1.518 0.245
2002 1.516 0.212
2003 1.653 0.200
2004 1.982 0.295
2005 1.786 0.272
2006 1.773 0.289
2007 2.054 0.243
2008 2.588 0.424
2009 1.978 0.417
2010 2.208 0.266
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Table A.59. McLean County, Illinois, Corn Direct Payment Parameters and Expected 
Revenue 
 
  *Source: USDA ERS 
 
 
Table A.60. McLean County, Illinois, Soybean Direct Payment Parameters and Expected 
Revenue 
 
  *Source: USDA ERS 
  
Year DP_Yield* DP_Rate* DP_E(Rev)
2002 125 28% $29.65
2003 125 28% $29.65
2004 125 28% $29.65
2005 125 28% $29.65
2006 125 28% $29.65
2007 125 28% $29.65
2008 125 28% $29.65
2009 125 28% $29.65
2010 125 28% $29.65
Year DP_Yield* DP_Rate* DP_E(Rev)
2002 39 44% $14.44
2003 39 44% $14.44
2004 39 44% $14.44
2005 39 44% $14.44
2006 39 44% $14.44
2007 39 44% $14.44
2008 39 44% $14.44
2009 39 44% $14.44
2010 39 44% $14.44
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Table A.61. McLean County, Illinois, Corn Production Flexibility Contracts Parameters 
and Expected Revenue 
 
  *Source: USDA ERS 
 
 
 
  
Year PFC_Yield* PFC_Rate* PFC_E(Rev)
1996 125 25% $26.58
1997 125 49% $51.47
1998 125 38% $39.93
1999 125 36% $38.45
2000 125 33% $35.37
2001 125 27% $28.49
2002 125 28% $29.65
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Table A.62. McLean County, Illinois, Corn Market Loss Parameters and Expected 
Revenue 
 
  *Source: USDA ERS 
 
 
 
Table A.63. McLean County, Illinois, Soybean Market Loss Parameters and Expected 
Revenue 
 
  *Source: USDA ERS 
  
Year ML_Yield* ML_Rate* ML_E(Rev)
1996 125 0% $0.00
1997 125 0% $0.00
1998 125 19% $19.81
1999 125 36% $38.45
2000 125 36% $38.45
2001 125 31% $32.51
Year ML_Yield* ML_Rate* ML_E(Rev)
1996 39 0% $0.00
1997 39 0% $0.00
1998 39 0% $0.00
1999 39 14% $4.62
2000 39 14% $4.68
2001 39 13% $4.20
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Table A.64. McLean County, Illinois, Corn Counter-Cyclical Payment Parameters 
 
  *Source: USDA FSA 
 
 
 
Table A.65. McLean County, Illinois, Soybean Counter-Cyclical Payment Parameters 
 
  *Source: USDA FSA 
  
Year CCP_Rate* CCP_Yield* CCP_TargetP*
2002 28% 141 $2.60
2003 28% 141 $2.60
2004 28% 141 $2.63
2005 28% 141 $2.63
2006 28% 141 $2.63
2007 28% 141 $2.63
2008 28% 141 $2.63
2009 28% 141 $2.63
2010 28% 141 $2.63
Year CCP_Rate* CCP_Yield* CCP_TargetP*
2002 44% 44 $5.80
2003 44% 44 $5.80
2004 44% 44 $5.80
2005 44% 44 $5.80
2006 44% 44 $5.80
2007 44% 44 $5.80
2008 44% 44 $5.80
2009 44% 44 $5.80
2010 44% 44 $6.00
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Table A.66. McLean County, Illinois, Corn ACRE Expected Revenue 
 
 *Source: FAST 
 
 
 
 
 
Table A.67. McLean County, Illinois, Soybean ACRE Expected Revenue 
 
 *Source: FAST 
 
 
  
Year ACRE_E(Rev)*
2009 $18.00
2010 $4.00
Year ACRE_E(Rev)*
2009 $0.00
2010 $28.00
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